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Chapter 1

Introduction

The work presented in this dissertation relates to the Scotch project. This project was carried out at the Laboratoire Bordelais de Recherche en Informatique (LaBRI) of the Université Bordeaux I, and now within the Bacchus team\(^1\) of INRIA Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest. This research project started in 1992, at the beginning of my second PhD year. At that time, members of our “Parallel Programming and Environments” team at LaBRI worked on a software environment for the CHEOPS multicomputer which was part of the team’s plans \([19, 20, 27, 79, 92]\). Given the pyramidal shape of the interconnection network\(^2\), a tool was required to adequately map communicating processes onto the processors of the machine, so as to minimize inter-processor communication and network congestion \([92]\). However, most of the algorithms which existed at that time had a complexity in time well above linear \([3, 11]\).

This is why my first work on this subject aimed at providing a fast and efficient static mapping procedure. Because of the orientation taken during my first PhD year, working on interconnection network properties with professor Johnny Bond before he left to Nice university, the approach which I decided to follow in agreement with my other advisor, professor Jean Roman, was to consider a “divide and conquer” approach. This first work resulted in the development of the Dual Recursive Bipartitioning (or DRB) mapping algorithm and in the study of several graph bipartitioning heuristics \([93]\). To represent the fact that two communicating processes should not be placed too far apart across processors of the target machine, one can imagine that these processes are bound by a rubber string, which should be stretched as little as possible. When doing plain graph partitioning in a recursive way, once a vertex of the original graph is placed onto some subset of the processes, all of the rubber strings connecting it to vertices in the other part are no longer considered, as if they were pinned on the boundary. What happens afterward to vertices belonging to one side of the boundary will never impact subsequent decisions for the vertex belonging to the other part. On the other hand, with static mapping, the tension produced by moving a vertex further apart from the boundary should induce that connected vertices on the other side of the boundary be placed closer to it, so as to reduce the stretch of the cross-boundary strings. In this case, strings are not considered to be pinned on the boundary, but instead are stuck by bridges of adhesive tape which allow them to slide and propagate tension constraints. The name Scotch was coined by reference to this analogy\(^3\).

By the time I completed this work \([99]\), Jean Roman started supervising another PhD on parallel sparse linear solvers. My next task was therefore to transpose the existing recursive

\(^1\)One of the two offsprings of the late SCALAPLIX project \([106]\).

\(^2\)Hence the name of the machine.

\(^3\)Another possible reason which is also cited is the fondness of the author for old single malt whiskies, especially of Islay and of the Highlands.
edge bipartitioning scheme to vertex separators, so as to be able to compute high-quality vertex separators for the ordering of sparse matrices by nested dissection [100, 101]. In a few years, a complete software chain for solving structural mechanics problems was designed and implemented [47, 48], under contract from the CESTA center of the French CEA (atomic energy agency). Its scientists, who had access to very large machines, began generating problems which were so large that the sequential ordering phase soon became the main bottleneck because these large graphs did not fit in memory and resulted in heavy disk swapping. In order to overcome this difficulty, a first solution was to extend the ordering capabilities of Scotch to handle native mesh structures, in the form of bipartite graphs. These node-element bipartite graphs are a representation of hypergraphs, for which vertex separation algorithms were designed [98]. For the type of elements which were considered, memory usage was divided by a factor of three, at the expense of an equivalent increase in run time. Yet, in the meantime, problem size went on increasing, so that the problem remained.

For these reasons, the PT-Scotch project (for “Parallel Threaded Scotch”) was started [109]. Several parallel graph partitioning tools had already been developed by other teams in the meantime [62, 83], but serious concerns existed about their scalability, both in terms of running time and of the quality of the results produced. In order to anticipate the expected growth in problem and machine sizes, our design goal was to be able to partition graphs of above one billion vertices, distributed over a thousand processors. Because of this deliberately ambitious goal, scalability issues had to receive considerable attention.

This dissertation presents the main results which we obtained in our attempt to fulfill these objectives.
Chapter 2

Context

The conceptual framework in which my research takes place is at the junction of two widely studied fields. The first one is parallel computing, more specifically high performance scientific computing. The second one is graph theory, as graphs are a most powerful model to represent interrelated entities. Based on the joint use of the tools they provide has gathered a small but lively community which refers to itself as combinatorial scientific computing, which is “concerned with the formulation, application and analysis of discrete methods in scientific applications” [51, 55].

Benefiting from this mindset and toolset, the work presented in this dissertation focuses on two problems which are critical for our research team: sparse matrix ordering and graph partitioning.

2.1 Elements of graph theory

Readers interested in a thorough review on graph theory may refer to [10].

Graphs

An unoriented graph $G(V, E)$ is a structure made of a set $V$ of elements called vertices, which we will assume of finite size in all of the following, and of a set $E$ of pairs of vertices called edges. The vertex and edge sets of graph $G$ may be referred to as $V(G)$ and $E(G)$, respectively. The number of vertices of a graph is called the order of the graph. It is also commonly referred to as its size.

When graph vertices are weighted, $w(v)$ denotes the vertex weight of some vertex $v$. When graph edges are weighted, $w(e)$ denotes the weight of some edge $e$. In all of the following, vertex and edge weights are assumed to be integer and strictly greater than zero.

An edge $\{v', v''\}$ is said to be incident to $v'$ and to $v''$. $v'$ and $v''$ are the ends of $\{v', v''\}$, and are said to be adjacent. An edge of the form $\{v, v\}$ is called a loop. An edge existing as multiple occurrences in the edge set is a multiple edge.

A simple graph is a graph without any loop nor any multiple edges. In all of the following, we will only consider simple graphs.
Let $v$ be a vertex of a graph $G$. The degree of $v$, noted $\delta(v)$, is the number of edges of $E(G)$ incident to $v$. This notion is extended to the whole graph: the minimum degree of $G$, $\delta(G)$, is the minimum of $\delta(v)$ over all vertices $v$ of $V(G)$. Similarly, the maximum degree of $G$, noted $\Delta(G)$, is the maximum of $\delta(v)$ over all vertices $v$ of $V(G)$.

Let $V'$ be a subset of $V(G)$. The cocycle $\omega(V')$ of $V'$ is the set of edges having exactly one of their ends in $V'$, that is, $\omega(V') \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{v : \exists(v,v') \in E(G) / v' \in V', v \notin V'\}$. Consequently, for any vertex $v$ of $V(G)$, $\omega(\{v\})$ represents the neighborhood of $v$, that is, the set of all of the vertices adjacent to it.

A path between two vertices $v'$ and $v''$ of a graph $G$ is a list $\{\{v_1,v_2\},\{v_2,v_3\},\ldots,\{v_k−1,v_k\}\}$ of edges of $E(G)$ such that $v' = v_1$ and $v'' = v_k$. The number of edges in a path is called the length of the path. The distance between two vertices $v'$ and $v''$ of a graph $G$ is the length of the smallest path existing between $v'$ and $v''$. It is infinite if no such path exists.

A graph $G$ is said to be connected if a path exists between every pair of vertices in the graph. The diameter of a connected graph $G$, noted $\text{diam}(G)$, is the maximum, over all edges $(v',v'')$ of $G$, of the distance between $v'$ and $v''$.

A vertex $v'$ of a connected graph $G$ is peripheral if a vertex $v''$ of $G$ exists such that the distance between $v'$ and $v''$ is equal to $\text{diam}(G)$.

**Partitions and quotient graphs**

Let $V(G)$ be the non-empty vertex set of a graph $G$ of order $n$. A partition $\Pi$ of $V(G)$ is the splitting of $V(G)$ into $N$ vertex subsets $\pi_i$, with $1 \leq i \leq N$, regarded as parts, such that: (i) no part $\pi_i$ is empty: $\forall i, \pi_i \neq \emptyset$ ; (ii) all parts are pairwise disjoint: $\forall i,j/i \neq j, \pi_i \cap \pi_j = \emptyset$ ; (iii) the union of all parts is equal to $V(G)$: $\cup \pi_i = V(G)$. An example of partition is given in Figure 2.1.

![Figure 2.1: Partition of a graph.](image)

For some partition $\Pi$ and for each vertex $v$ of $G$, $\pi(v)$ is the part of $\Pi$ which contains $v$.

By extension, $\Pi(V')$, where $V'$ is a subset of $V(G)$, represents the set of parts which contain all vertices of $V'$: $\Pi(V') \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{\pi_i \in \Pi : \exists v' \in V'/\pi(v') = \pi_i\}$.

The cut of a partition $\Pi$ is the union of the cocycles of every part: $\omega(\Pi) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \cup_{\pi_i \in \Pi} \omega(\pi_i)$.

The halo $\lambda(V')$ of some subset $V'$ of $V(G)$ is the set of vertices which are the ends of the cocycle edges of $V'$ which do not belong to $V'$ itself: $\lambda(V') \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{v : \{v,v'\} \in \omega(V')$ and $v \notin V'\}$. 

4
A part is said to be adjacent to another if at least one of its vertices belongs to the halo of the other part.

The quotient graph $Q = G/\Pi$ of some graph $G$ with respect to some partition $\Pi$ of $V(G)$ is defined by:

$$\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
V(Q) = \Pi \\
\{ (\pi_i, \pi_j) \in E(Q) \} \iff (i \neq j, \exists v' \in \pi_i, \exists v'' \in \pi_j / \{v', v''\} \in E(G)) .
\end{array} \right.$$ 

When weighted quotient graphs are considered, their vertex weights are equal to the sum of the weights of the coalesced vertices, and their edge weights are equal to the sum of the weights of the original edges that they replace, as illustrated in Figure 2.2.b:

$$w(\pi_i) = \sum_{v \in \pi_i} w(v) ,$$

$$w(\{\pi_i, \pi_j\}) = \sum_{\{v' \in \pi_i, v'' \in \pi_j \} \in E(G)} w(\{v', v''\}) , \text{ with } i \neq j .$$

For every part $\pi$ of $\Pi$, we denote $G[\pi]$ the subgraph of $G$ induced by $\pi$, that is, the graph the vertex set of which is $\pi$, and the vertex set of which is the subset of $E(G)$ all edges of which have both of their ends in $\pi$.

![Figure 2.2: Quotient and induced graphs resulting from partition $\Pi$ of graph $G$, both represented in Figure 2.1.](image)

 mappings

The mapping of a graph $G$ to a graph $H$ is a couple $\xi_{G,H} = (\tau_{G,H}, \rho_{G,H})$, where $\tau_{G,H}$ is an injective application of $V(G)$ to $V(H)$, and $\rho_{G,H}$ is an injective application which associates, with every edge $\{v', v''\}$ of $G$, a path $\rho_{G,H}(\{v', v''\})$ of $H$ linking $\tau_{G,H}(v')$ to $\tau_{G,H}(v'')$.

The dilation of a mapping $\xi_{G,H} = (\tau_{G,H}, \rho_{G,H})$ is defined by:

$$\text{dil}(\xi_{G,H}) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \max_{\{v', v''\} \in E(G)} (|\rho_{G,H}(\{v', v''\})|) ,$$

where $|\rho_{G,H}(\{v', v''\})|$ represents the length of path $\rho_{G,H}(\{v', v''\})$. This is the length of the longest path induced by the mapping.
The congestion of a mapping \( \xi_{G,H} = (\tau_{G,H}, \rho_{G,H}) \) is:

\[
\text{cg}(\xi_{G,H}) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \max_{\{w',w''\} \in E(H)} (|\{\rho_{G,H}(\{v',v''\}) / \{v',v''\} \in E(G) \text{ and } \{w',w''\} \in \rho_{G,H}(\{v',v''\})\}|)
\]

where \( \{w',w''\} \in \rho_{G,H}(\{v',v''\}) \) indicates that path \( \rho_{G,H}(\{v',v''\}) \) uses edge \( \{w',w''\} \) of \( H \). It is the maximum number, for every edge of \( H \), of the number of mapping paths which use this edge.

## 2.2 Elements of sparse linear algebra

### 2.2.1 Matrices

A matrix is a rectangular array of elements, or entries, set out by rows and columns. A matrix \( A \) with \( m \) rows and \( n \) columns is denoted by \( A(m,n) \). Element \( a_{i,j} \) of matrix \( A \) is the element located at row \( i \), column \( j \).

A square matrix is a matrix which has the same number of rows and columns. The order \( n \) of a square matrix \( A(n,n) \) represents its number of rows and columns.

In all of the following, we will deal with square matrices the entries of which are scalar values, either integer, real or complex.

A matrix is symmetric if, for all indices \( i \) and \( j \), \( a_{i,j} = a_{j,i} \). It is said to be structurally symmetric, or to have a symmetric pattern, if and only if, for all indices \( i \) and \( j \), \( (a_{i,j} \neq 0) \iff (a_{j,i} \neq 0) \).

A symmetric matrix of order \( n \) is called positive-definite if, for all nonzero vectors \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \), the associated quadratic form given by \( Q(x) = x^T A x \) takes only strictly positive values.

A matrix is said to be sparse if most of its entries are zeros. From a practical point of view, a matrix is said to be sparse if it contains enough zero entries to be worth taking advantage of them to reduce both the storage and work.

The density of a sparse matrix is the ratio of the number of its non zero entries over its number of entries. In combinatorial scientific computing, most sparse matrices have a number of non zeros entries per row and per column which is bounded by a constant depending on the type of the problem, rather than on problem size. Consequently, the density of these matrices decreases along with their order.

Let \( A(n,n) \) be a square matrix of order \( n \), either symmetric or with a symmetric pattern. The adjacency graph of \( A \) is the graph \( G(V,E) \) with \( n \) vertices, one per row and column, such that there exists an edge \( (v_i,v_j) \) if and only if \( a_{i,j} \) and \( a_{j,i} \) are non zero.

Adjacency graphs are relevant only for sparse matrices, many structural properties of which can be reflected as topological graph properties.

### 2.2.2 Linear systems

A system of linear equations, or linear system, is a collection of linear equations involving the same set of variables. It can be represented under the matrix form \( Ax = b \), where \( A(m,n) \) is the matrix of coefficients, with \( m \) rows (the equations) and \( n \) columns (the unknowns), \( x \) is a column vector with \( n \) entries, and \( b \) is a column vector with \( m \) entries.

A sparse linear system is a system of linear equations the coefficient matrix of which is sparse.
**Gaussian elimination** is a method of solving a system of \( n \) linear equations in \( n \) unknowns, in which there are first \( (n - 1) \) steps, the \( m^{\text{th}} \) step of which consists in subtracting a multiple of the \( m^{\text{th}} \) equation from each of the following ones so as to eliminate one variable, resulting in a triangular set of equations. This triangular system can then be solved by back substitution, computing the \( n^{\text{th}} \) variable from the \( n^{\text{th}} \) equation, the \( (n - 1)^{\text{th}} \) variable from the \( (n - 1)^{\text{th}} \) equation, and so on.

The **fill-in** of a matrix represents its entries which change from an initial zero to a non-zero value during the execution of an algorithm such as Gaussian elimination.

By nature of Gaussian elimination, a zero \( a_{i,j} \) term of a matrix will incur fill-in during factorization if there exists in the associated adjacency graph a path linking vertices \( v_i \) and \( v_j \) such that all of its intermediate vertices have indices smaller than \( \min(i,j) \).

An **ordering** \( \varphi \) of the vertices of some graph \( G \) is a bijection between \( V(G) \) and \( \{0, 1, \ldots, n-1\} \).

A **permutation vector** \( P(n) \) of size \( n \) is a vector which contains only once every integer in the range \( \{0, 1, \ldots, (n - 1)\} \). If \( i \) is some index in \( [0; (n - 1)] \), \( P(i) \) is the application of (the direct) permutation \( P \) to \( i \), while \( j/P(j) = i \) is the result of the application of the inverse permutation \( P^{-1} \) to \( i \). Hence, \( \forall i \in [0; (n - 1)], P(P^{-1}(i)) = P^{-1}(P(i)) = i \).

A **permutation matrix** \( P(n,n) \) is a square \((0,1)\)-matrix that has exactly one entry 1 in each row and each column, and 0’s elsewhere. Each such matrix represents a specific permutation of \( n \) elements and, when used to multiply another matrix, can produce that permutation in the rows or columns of the other matrix.

A **symmetric reordering** is a pre-processing step applied to a sparse linear system prior to its factorization. This reordering is chosen in such a way that pivoting down the diagonal in order on the resulting permuted matrix \( PAP^T \) produces much less fill-in and work than computing the factors of \( A \) by pivoting down the diagonal in the original order.

### 2.3 Sparse matrix reordering

Many scientific and engineering problems can be modeled by sparse linear systems, which are solved either by iterative or direct methods. Direct methods are popular because of their generality and robustness, especially in some application fields such as linear programming, structural mechanics or magneto-hydrodynamics, where iterative methods may fail to achieve convergence for specific classes of problems. However, to solve efficiently large sparse linear systems with direct methods, one must minimize the amount of fill-in induced by the factorization process.

As described above, fill-in is a direct consequence of the order in which the unknowns of the linear system are numbered, and its effects are critical both in terms of memory and computation costs. In the general case, great care should be exercised when permuting rows and column of matrices in the course of Gaussian elimination, because of the potential numerical instabilities that could result from the amplification of rounding errors. However, for symmetric definite-positive matrices, the \( LL^T \) Cholesky factorization that is used in lieu of the traditional \( LU \) factorization exhibits higher numerical stability, which is independent of the order in which the
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\(^1\)It may happen that the new \( (i,j) \) coefficient is numerically equal to zero. Yet, in all sparse linear system solving software, some space is pre-allocated to store such coefficients anyway. We will refer to the latter case as **symbolic** fill-in, as opposed to **numerical** fill-in.
unknowns are considered [46]. Consequently, the two problems of reordering and numerical factorization can be safely decoupled.

2.3.1 Nested dissection

An efficient way to compute fill reducing orderings of symmetric sparse matrices is to use recursive nested dissection [43]. It amounts to computing a vertex set $S$ which separates the adjacency graph associated with some matrix into two parts $A$ and $B$, ordering $S$ last, and proceeding recursively on parts $A$ and $B$ until their sizes become smaller than some threshold value. This ordering guarantees that no non-zero term can appear in the factorization process between unknowns of $A$ and unknowns of $B$.

The main issue of the nested dissection ordering algorithm is thus to find small vertex separators which balance the remaining subgraphs as evenly as possible. Vertex separators are commonly computed by means of vertex-based graph algorithms [56, 78], or from edge separators [102, and included references] using minimum cover techniques [33, 60], but other techniques such as spectral vertex partitioning have also been used [103]. Many theoretical results have been carried out on the nested dissection ordering [18, 80], and its divide and conquer nature makes its parallelization easy at a coarse-grain level\(^2\). Provided that good vertex separators are found, the nested dissection algorithm produces orderings which, both in terms of fill-in and operation count, compare very favorably [49, 64, 100] to those based on the minimum degree algorithm.

The minimum degree algorithm [114] is a local heuristic which is very often efficient and extremely fast, thanks to the many improvements which have been made to it [1, 43, 44, 81], but it is intrinsically sequential, so that attempts to derive parallel versions of it have not been successful [21], especially for distributed-memory architectures.

Moreover, the elimination trees induced by nested dissection are broader, shorter, and more balanced than those from multiple minimum degree [100], and therefore exhibit much more concurrency in the elimination tree, which is essential in order to achieve high performance when factorizing and solving these linear systems on parallel architectures [6, 41, 42, 49, 108].

2.3.2 Ordering quality metrics

The quality of orderings is commonly evaluated with respect to two criteria. The first one, NNZ (“number of non-zeros”), is the number of non-zero terms in the factorized reordered matrix, which can be divided by the number of non-zero terms in the initial matrix to give the fill ratio of the ordering. The second one, OPC (“operation count”), is the number of arithmetic operations required to factor the matrix using the Cholesky method. It is equal to $\sum_c n_c^2$, where $n_c$ is the number of non-zeros of column $c$ of the factorized matrix, diagonal included.

NNZ and OPC are assumed to be indirect measurements of the overall quality of the nested dissection process, that is, of the quality of the separators produced at each of its stages. Since the diagonal blocks associated with separator vertices are almost always full in the factorized matrix\(^3\), small separators are likely to result in smaller such blocks, with fewer extra-diagonal connections, that is, less fill-in. Yet, this is not always the case, as many hazards can impact the fill-in of the matrix, and consequently the number of operations to perform.

\(^2\)Once a separator has been computed on a graph distributed on $p$ processes, each of the separated parts can be redistributed onto $\frac{p}{2}$ processes, such that the nested dissection algorithm can recursively operate independently on each of the process subsets, see e.g. [24].

\(^3\)This property derives from the fact that, between any two vertices of some separator, a path always exists linking these two vertices such that all path vertex indices are smaller than the minimum of the indices of the two ends. If it is not the case, either the graph is disconnected or one of the end vertices can be safely removed from the separator.
2.4 Graph partitioning

Graph partitioning is a ubiquitous technique which has applications in many fields of computer science and engineering. It is mostly used to help solving domain-dependent optimization problems modeled in terms of weighted or unweighted graphs, where finding good solutions amounts to computing, possibly recursively in a divide-and-conquer framework, small vertex or edge cuts that evenly balance the weights of the graph parts.

Since the computation of a balanced partition with minimal cut is NP-hard, even in the bipartitioning case [39, 40], many heuristics have been proposed to provide acceptable partitions in reasonable time. It is also the case for some of its variants, such as the mapping problem which will be described below.

2.4.1 Data distribution for parallel processing

The efficient execution of a parallel program on a parallel machine requires that the communicating processes of the program be assigned to the processors of the machine so as to minimize its overall running time. When processes are assumed to coexist simultaneously for the entire duration of the program, this optimization problem is referred to as mapping. It amounts to balancing the computational weight of the processes among the processors of the machine, while reducing the cost of communication by keeping intensively inter-communicating processes on nearby processors.

In most cases, the underlying computational structure of the parallel programs to map can be conveniently modeled as a graph in which vertices correspond to processes that handle distributed pieces of data, and edges reflect data dependencies. The mapping problem can then be addressed by assigning processor labels to the vertices of the graph, so that all processes assigned to some processor are loaded and run on it.

In a SPMD\(^4\) context, this is equivalent to the distribution across processors of the data structures of parallel programs; in this case, all pieces of data assigned to some processor are handled by a single process located on this processor. This is why, in all of the following, we will talk about processes rather than processors or processing elements to represent the entities across which data will be distributed.

When the architecture of the target machine is assumed to be fully homogeneous in term of communication, this problem is called the partitioning problem, which has been intensely studied [8, 53, 64, 65, 103]. Graph partitioning can be seen as a subproblem of mapping where the target architecture is modeled as a complete graph with identical edge weights, while vertex weights can differ according to the compute power of the processing elements running the processes of the SPMD program. On the other hand, mapping can be seen as the inclusion of additional constraints to the standard graph partitioning problem, turning it into a more general optimization problem termed skewed graph partitioning by some authors [54].

2.4.2 Mapping quality metrics

The computation of efficient static mappings or graph partitions requires an a priori knowledge of the dynamic behavior of the target machine with respect to the programs which are run on it. This knowledge is synthesized in a cost function, the nature of which determines the characteristics of the desired optimal mappings.

While in some methods load imbalance and communication minimization are placed at the same priority level, being aggregated in a unique cost function by means of weighting

\(^4\) Single Process, Multiple Data. This is a programming paradigm in which all processes of a parallel program possess the very same code, the individual behavior of the processes being conditioned by the data they handle.
Figure 2.3: Inaccuracy of the graph partitioning model for representing data exchange. For both of the above bipartitions, \( f_C = 2 \), but 4 vertex data have to be exchanged in the leftmost case, while it is 3 in the rightmost case.

coefficients\(^5\), load imbalance takes precedence in most cases: the goal of the algorithms is then to minimize some communication cost function, while keeping load balance within a specified tolerance.

One of the most widely used cost functions for communication minimization is the sum, for all edges, of their dilation multiplied by their weight \([34, 50, 53, 93]\):

\[
f_C(\tau_{S,T}, \rho_{S,T}) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \sum_{e \in E(S)} w(e) |\rho_{S,T}(e)| .
\]

In the case of graph partitioning, where all edge dilations are equal to 1, this function simplifies into:

\[
f_C(\Pi) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \sum_{e \in \omega(\Pi)} w(e) .
\]

The \( f_C \) function has several interesting properties. First, it is easy to compute, and it allows for incremental updates performed by iterative algorithms. Second, regardless of the type of routing implemented on the target machine (store-and-forward or cut-through), it models the traffic on the interconnection network, thus the risk of congestion, and its minimization favors the mapping of intensively intercommunicating processes onto nearby processors \([50, 93, 123]\). However, it may be inaccurate to model data exchange for parallel computations. For instance, in the case of hybrid\(^6\) or iterative solving of sparse linear systems, the main operation to perform is a parallel matrix-vector product. Data borne by frontier vertices have to be sent to neighboring processes, but only once per destination process, while the edge cut may account for several edges incident to the same vertex, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. This is why many authors have advocated for a hypergraph-based communication cost model, and use hypergraph partitioning tools instead of graph partitioning tools to assign vertices to subdomains \([14, 15, 52]\).

Although hypergraph partitioning represents data exchange in an exact way, yielding an average decrease of communication cost of 5 to 10 percent on mesh graphs, and up to 60 percent for some non-mesh graphs, compared to plain graph partitioning \([14]\), it is several times slower than the latter, which is therefore still of economic interest for scientific computing. In particular, for 2D or 3D mesh graphs of bounded degree, which result in smooth and continuous

\(^5\)This is for instance the case for genetic algorithms \([72, 105]\), where individuals are evaluated by means of a single cost function (see Section 4.4). Although this function could be crafted such that imbalanced partitions yield infinite cost, so as to privilege balance enforcement over communication minimization, this is not desirable as plateau effects in the cost function hinder the convergence of these algorithms.

\(^6\)Hybrid solving is a paradigm which tries to combine the stability of direct methods and the speed and small memory footprint of iterative methods for solving large sparse systems of equations. For instance, some hybrid methods use a Schur complement decomposition to perform direct linear system solving on the separated subdomains distributed across the processes, and to perform iterative solving on the separators, as in \([38]\).
For load balance, one can define $\mu_{\text{map}}$, the average load per computational power unit (which does not depend on the mapping), and $\delta_{\text{map}}$, the load imbalance ratio, as:

$$
\mu_{\text{map}} \stackrel{\text{def}}{=} \frac{\sum_{v_S \in V(S)} w(v_S)}{\sum_{v_T \in V(T)} w(v_T)} \quad \text{and}
$$

$$
\delta_{\text{map}} \stackrel{\text{def}}{=} \frac{\sum_{v_T \in V(T)} \left| \left( \frac{1}{w(v_T)} \sum_{v_S \in V(S)} w(v_S) \right) - \mu_{\text{map}} \right|}{\sum_{v_S \in V(S)} w(v_S)}.
$$

$\delta_{\text{map}}$ represents the normalized average, across all target vertices, of the absolute difference between the actual load per computational power unit and $\mu_{\text{map}}$, the ideal average load per computational power unit.

### 2.5 Multilevel framework

Experience has shown that, for many graphs used in scientific computations, best partition quality is achieved when using a multilevel framework. This method, which derives from the multigrid algorithms originally used in numerical physics, repeatedly reduces the size of the graph to partition by clustering vertices and edges, computes an initial partition for the coarsest graph obtained, and prolongs the result back to the original graph [8, 53, 67], as illustrated in Figure 2.4.

#### 2.5.1 Refinement

Multilevel methods are most often combined with partition refinement methods, in order to smooth the prolonged partitions at every level so that the granularity of the solution is that of the original graph and not that of the coarsest graph.

In the sequential case, the most popular refinement heuristics in the literature are the local optimization algorithms of Kernighan-Lin [73] (KL) and Fiduccia-Mattheyses [37] (FM), either on edge-based [53] or vertex-based [56] forms depending on the nature of the desired separators. All of these algorithms are based on successive moves of frontier vertices to decrease the current value of the prescribed cost function. Moves which adversely affect the cost function may be accepted, if they are further compensated by moves which result in an overall gain, therefore allowing these algorithms to perform hill-climbing from local minima of the cost function. In [30], groups of judiciously selected vertices (called helpful sets) are moved together, while

---

7These graphs have in common good locality and separation properties: their maximum degree is small, and their diameter evolves as a fractional power of their size, e.g. in $O\left( n^{\frac{d}{2}} \right)$ for $d$-dimensional mesh graphs of size $n$.

8While a projection is an application to a space of lower dimension, a prolongation refers to an application to a space of higher dimension. Yet, the term projection is also used to refer to the propagation of the values borne by coarse graph vertices to the finer vertices they represent.

9Such collective moves allow for partial hill-climbing of the cost function outside of the traditional operations of the KL and FM algorithms, since a helpful set can contain vertices of both negative and positive gains.
Figure 2.4: The multilevel partitioning process. In the uncoarsening phase, the light and bold lines represent for each level the prolonged partition obtained from the coarser graph, and the partition obtained after refinement, respectively.

Figure 2.5: Typical bucket data structures used by Fiduccia-Mattheyses-like algorithms to record vertex gains.

traditional implementations of KL and FM swap pairs of vertices or perform individual moves, respectively.

Vertices to be moved are chosen according to their gain value, denoted by $\nabla f_C$, which is the amount by which the current value of the cost function would be modified if the given vertex were moved to some other part; vertices of negative gain values are consequently the most interesting to move. For that purpose, vertex gain values are computed in advance, and vertices of interest are inserted into data structures which implement some flavor of sorting, such that vertices with lowest gain values can be retrieved at small cost. Such data structures can be linearly [53] or logarithmically [94] indexed bucket arrays (see Figure 2.5), or trees [118]. Additional selection criteria may be implemented into these data structures, such as secondary sorting by vertex weight, so as to reduce imbalance as much as possible, by moving first the heaviest possible vertices from the most heavily loaded part to the lightest one [118].

In the case of bipartitioning, there is only one part to move the vertex to, and candidate vertices can be stored in only one such data structure when individual vertex movements are
considered (for FM-like algorithms) [94], or two twin structures when vertex swaps are considered (for KL-like algorithms) [65]. In the case of $k$-way partitioning, while most frontier vertices also have only one neighbor part (e.g., the vertices belonging to subdomain interface faces for 3D meshes), others may have more (e.g., vertices representing subdomain interface edges and points in 3D, see Figure 2.6).

Handling frontier vertices with multiple potential destination parts requires either the use of enhanced data structures which can record several gains per vertex, that is, one per target subdomain, or some pre-selection of the most appropriate destination part if simpler data structures are sought [69].

While, in theory, all of the $(k - 1)$ parts other than the current part of any vertex might be potential destinations for it, the set of destinations considered by the algorithms is always much more reduced. Since the refinement process is expected to be local by the very nature of the multilevel framework, the only vertices for which gains are computed are frontier vertices, an optimization often referred to as boundary refinement in the literature [53, 68]. Also, the only parts to be considered for destination of a frontier vertex are, in the context of graph partitioning, the ones which are currently adjacent to it\(^\text{10}\) [69], which coerces the local optimization algorithm to behave in the same way as a diffusion-like method. For static mapping, the set of potential destination parts may be extended to the union of all of the parts adjacent to the part of the vertex\(^\text{11}\) [120]. This extension with respect to the graph partitioning case comes from the potential need to introduce some “buffer” vertices between two subdomains so as to improve communication locality on the target machine, at the expense of subdomain connectivity, as illustrated in Figure 2.7.

### 2.5.2 Coarsening

Coarsening and refinement are intimately linked. By reducing the size of large-scale, graph-wide topological structures into sets of a few tens of vertices, coarsening allows these structures to be wholly handled by local optimization algorithms, conversely broadening the scope of the latter and turning them into global-like optimization algorithms at the coarsest levels. Then,

\(^\text{10}\) That is, the set of potential destination parts of any vertex $v$ is $\Pi(\lambda(\{v\})) \setminus \pi(v)$.

\(^\text{11}\) That is, the set of potential destination parts of any vertex $v$ is $\Pi(\lambda(\pi(v)))$. 
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Figure 2.7: Example of the interest of considering all parts adjacent to the part of the vertex when swapping vertices. Because white vertices can also be moved to $P_1$, which is a neighbor of $P_0$ as well as of $P_2$, buffer vertices mapped to $P_1$ can be inserted between vertices of $P_0$ and $P_2$, improving communication locality.
Figure 2.8: Partition of graph BUMP into 8 parts with SCOTCH 4.0, using the multilevel framework with a Fiduccia-Mattheyses refinement algorithm. The cut is equal to 714 edges. Segmented frontiers are clearly evidenced, compared to Figure 4.12, page 50.

as uncoarsening takes place, partition refinement only focuses on smaller and smaller details of the finer graphs, as large-scale structures regain their original sizes and become out of the scope of local optimization.

However, the quality of partitions produced by a multilevel approach may not be as good as that of long-running, global optimization algorithms. Indeed, the critical issue in multilevel methods is the preservation, by the coarsening algorithm, of the topological properties of the original graphs. Otherwise, solutions provided by the initial partitioning method would not be relevant approximations of the solutions to the finest problems to solve. While some of the topological bias induced by the coarsening can be removed by refinement methods, the local nature of the latter most often hinders their ability to perform the massive changes that would be required to alleviate any significant bias. Coarsening artifacts, as well as the topology of the original graphs, can trap local optimization algorithms into local optima of their cost function, such that refined frontiers are often made of non-optimal sets of locally optimal segments, as illustrated in Figure 2.8 (see also Figure 4.13.a, page 50).

Coarsening algorithms are based on the computation of vertex clusters in the fine graph, which define a partition from which the coarse graph will be built by quotienting. Clusters will become the vertices of the coarser graph, while edges of this latter will be created from the edges linking fine vertices belonging to different clusters, so that the weight of a coarse edge is equal to the sum of the weights of the fine edges it replaces (see Section 2.1).

Save for some promising work on multiple and weighted aggregation [25, 26] which aims at removing further the impact of coarsening artefacts, all of the existing coarsening schemes are based on edge matchings to mate the vertices of the fine graph, so that any coarse vertex contains at most two fine vertices. Matchings are an essential tool for the solving of many combinatorial scientific computing problems [55]. In the context of graph coarsening, matchings do not need to be maximal, which allows for the use of fast heuristics.

The most popular matching scheme in the literature is heavy-edge random matching [65] (HEM), which is very easy to implement and provides matchings of good quality on average [63]. It operates by considering all graph vertices in random order, and by mating each of them with one of its non already matched neighbors linked by an edge of heaviest possible weight. This scheme favors the preservation of the large-scale topological structure of graphs because edge weights increase with the desirability to match in a dimension which has not yet been explored.
Consider for instance a $d$-dimensional unweighted grid. If all vertices are matched along edges belonging to only one of the dimensions, all remaining edges in this dimension will keep their original weight, while all edges in other dimensions will be heavier. Then, if another dimension is chosen, according to the HEM policy, edges in the remaining dimension will be even heavier, and so on, such that all dimensions will be explored in turn, resulting in a grid of smaller size but identical structure, as shown in Figure 2.9. This phenomenon can also be evidenced for unstructured meshes.

In [87], Monien et al. propose a matching scheme based on the selection of locally heaviest edges and the post-processing of the obtained matchings by an augmenting path method. While this scheme yields matchings of heavier weights than HEM, with fewer remaining edges, it results in more imbalanced coarse graphs with respect to the distribution of the weights of coarse vertices, and induces more sequentiality in the edge selection process, which prevents its parallelization.

### 2.5.3 Initial partitioning

Initial partitioning algorithms are in charge of computing, on the coarsest graph, the partition which will be prolonged back to finer graphs. Since initial partition quality is mandatory, expensive algorithms may be used, all the more that they operate on small graphs.

Many global methods have been investigated to compute graph partitions from scratch, either as is or within a multilevel framework: evolutionary algorithms (comprising simulated annealing [12, 75], genetic algorithms [13, 59], ant colonies [77], greedy iterative algorithms [9, 76]), graph algorithms [35, 65], geometry-based inertial methods [89], spectral methods [8], region growing [31], etc. While taking their inspiration from radically different fields such as genetics or statistical physics, analogies between these methods are numerous, as well as cross-fertilization in their implementations, so that it is sometimes difficult to categorize them unambiguously.

Region growing algorithms have received much attention, as they result in connected parts, which is a most desirable feature in numerous application domains [31, 116]. They consist in selecting as many seed vertices in the graph as the number of desired parts, and grow regions from these seeds until region boundaries meet.

In the most basic versions of this approach, such as Farhat’s algorithm [35] or the greedy graph growing method [65], seeds are processed one by one, and parts are built one after the
other by breadth-first traversal of the graph induced by the remaining unassigned vertices. Since
this approach is not likely to produce parts of equally good shape, especially for the last ones,
this algorithm is repeated several times on randomly chosen seeds, and the best partition is
kept.
In more advanced algorithms, such as bubble-growing algorithms, parts are considered si-
multaneously in order to yield interfaces of higher quality \cite{31, 85}. This class of algorithms is
based on the observation that sets of soap bubbles self-organize so as to minimize the surface of
their interfaces, which is indeed what is expected from a partitioning algorithm. Consequently,
the idea is to grow, from as many seed vertices as the desired number of parts, a collection of
expanding bubbles, by performing breadth-first traversals rooted at these seed vertices. Once
every graph vertex has been assigned to some part, each part computes its center based on the
graph distance metric. These center vertices are taken as new seeds and the expansion process
is started again, until it converges, that is, until centers of subdomains no longer move. An
important drawback of this method is that it does not guarantee that all parts will hold the
same number of vertices, which requires a call to other heuristics afterward, to perform load
balancing.
In \cite{124}, Wan et al. explore a diffusive model, called the influence model, where vertices
impact their neighbors by diffusing them information on their current state. This model also
does not handle load balancing properly.

We will not discuss further the issue of initial partitioning, as it is not directly related to our
works, since this part of the multilevel framework will not be impacted by the parallelization of
the latter. Indeed, as we will see in the following, once parallel multilevel frameworks coarsen
distributed graphs down to some small enough size, coarsest distributed graphs can be central-
ized on some of the processes where traditional, sequential initial partitioning algorithms can
be used. No specific improvement is therefore required.

## 2.6 Experimental framework

The need to process, in reasonable time, graphs of ever increasing sizes, renders the paralleliza-
tion of graph partitioning unavoidable. Leaving initial partitioning aside, the contributions
presented in this dissertation are aimed at devising scalable algorithms for parallel coarsening
and parallel refinement, in order to provide an efficient solution to the parallel multilevel graph
partitioning problem. These contributions will be described in detail in the next two chapters.

### 2.6.1 Basic assumptions

Our approach of the parallelization of coarsening and refinement bases on two main assumptions,
regarding the nature of the parallel machine to be used, and the type of graphs to be handled.

First, we considered a distributed memory model, since large machines with hundred thou-
sands of processing elements are not likely to ever implement efficiently a shared-memory
paradigm, even of NUMA\textsuperscript{12} type. The distributed memory paradigm has a strong impact on
algorithms, because mutual exclusion and locking issues, which are implicitly resolved by doing
memory accesses in the sequential case, have to be reformulated in terms of non-deterministic,
latency-inducing message exchanges, both for matching and refinement.

\textsuperscript{12}Non Uniform Memory Access. The machines implementing this model are categorized by the fact that, while
their memory can be accessed from all of their processing elements, the cost of access may differ depending on
the location of the memory with respect to the processing element which makes the request.
Second, we assume that distributed graphs are of reasonably small degree, that is, that graph adjacency matrices have sparse rows and columns. Unlike more robust approaches [117], we presume that vertex adjacencies can be stored locally on every process, without incurring too much memory imbalance or even memory shortage.

2.6.2 Distributed graph structure

According to the above assumptions, in our PT-SCOTCH library, like in other packages, distributed graphs are represented by means of adjacency lists. Vertices are distributed across processes along with their adjacency lists and with some duplicated global data, as illustrated in Figure 2.10. In order to allow users to create and destroy vertices without needing any global renumbering, every process is assigned a user-defined range of global vertex indices. Range arrays are duplicated across all processes in order to allow each of them to determine the owner process of any non-local vertex by dichotomy search, whenever necessary.

Since many algorithms require that local data be attached to every vertex, and since using global indices extensively would be too expensive in our opinion\(^{13}\), all vertices owned by some process are also assigned local indices, suitable for the indexing of compact local data arrays. This local indexing is extended so as to encompass all non-local vertices which are neighbors of local vertices, which are referred to as ghost or halo vertices. Ghost vertices are numbered by ascending process number and by ascending global number, such that, when vertex data have to be exchanged between neighboring processes, they can be agglomerated in a cache-friendly way on the sending side, by sequential in-order traversal of the data array, and be received in place in the ghost data arrays on the receiving side.

A low-level halo exchange routine is provided by PT-SCOTCH, to diffuse data borne by local vertices to the ghost copies possessed by all of their neighboring processes. This low-level routine is used by many algorithms of PT-SCOTCH, for instance to share matching data in the coarse graph building routine (see Section 3.1).

Because global and local indexings coexist, two adjacency arrays are in fact maintained on every process. The first one, usually provided by the user, holds the global indices of the neighbors of any given vertex, while the second one, which is internally maintained by PT-SCOTCH, holds the local and ghost indices of the neighbors. Since only local vertices are processed by the distributed algorithms, the adjacency of ghost vertices is never stored on the processes, which guarantees the scalability of the data structure as no process will store information of a size larger than its number of local outgoing arcs.

2.6.3 Experimental conditions

Because the works reported here span on a duration of almost ten years, our experiments were performed on various hardware platforms, ranging from a laptop (for sequential measurements) to modern large-scale parallel systems, on up to 2048 processing elements in some cases. Run times vary accordingly, as well as with respect to the successive versions of Scotch, which has undergone many changes and improvements along with time.

The test graphs which we used during our experiments are listed in Table 2.1. Most of them are freely available, on the Internet, to any people willing to compare its results with ours. Many of them can be found in the University of Florida matrix collection [28]. Some others were gathered during the course of the former European Project Parasol [91].

---

\(^{13}\)Yet, some authors [121] report to have used more complex procedures, involving hash tables and binary search, for global-to-local index conversion.
Figure 2.10: Data structures of a graph distributed across three processes. The global image of the graph is shown above, while the three partial subgraphs owned by the three processes are represented below. Adjacency arrays with global vertex indexes are stored in `edgeloc` arrays, while local compact numberings of local and ghost neighbor vertices are internally available in `edgegsttab` arrays. Local vertices owned by every process are drawn in white, while ghost vertices are drawn in black. For each local vertex $i$ located on process $p$, the global index of which is $(procvttab[p] + i - baseval)$, the starting index of the adjacency array of $i$ in `edgeoctab` (global indices) or `edgegsttab` (local indices) is given by `vertloctab[i]`, and its after-end index by `vendloctab[i]`. For instance, local vertex 2 on process 1 is global vertex 12; its start index in the adjacency arrays is 2 and its after-end index is 5; it has therefore 3 neighbors, the global indices of which are 19, 2 and 11 in `edgeloc`.
Table 2.1: Test graphs which we used in all of the experiments reported in this dissertation.

Because many experiments in science are now performed by means of software, it is of utmost importance that software be released along with the publications which rely on it. Otherwise, peer referring is no longer possible and, since software can take time to be recoded, scientific progress is slowed down. For all these reasons, since its version 4.0, our Scotch software has been released as free/libre software. Version 5 of Scotch is distributed under the CeCILL-C license [16], which has basically the same features as the GNU LGPL (Lesser General Public License) [45]: ability to link the code as a library to any free/libre or even proprietary software, ability to modify the code and to redistribute these modifications.

Also, Scotch has been designed in a highly modular way, so that new methods can be easily added to it, in order for it to be used as a testbed for the design of new partitioning and ordering methods [97].

For the sake of reproducibility and ease of comparison, the random generator used in Scotch is initialized with a fixed seed. This feature is essential to end users, who can more easily
reproduce their experiments and debug their own software, and is not significant in term of performance. Indeed, in the case of sparse matrix ordering, we have experimented that the maximum variation of ordering quality, in term of OPC, between 10 runs performed with varying random seed, was less than 2.2 percent on our test graphs [24]. Consequently, we did not find necessary to perform multiple runs of SCOTCH to average quality measures.
Chapter 3

Graph coarsening algorithms

As said in the previous chapter, multilevel schemes are extremely powerful tools for graph partitioning, provided that unbiased coarsening and local optimization algorithms are defined for the targeted classes of graphs.

In the next section, we will describe the ways in which the parallel graph partitioning problem has been addressed in the literature, with respect to each of its key issues: matching, folding, and centralization of the distributed data for the computation of the initial partition on the coarsest graph. Then, in the following sections, we will present our contributions to these issues.

3.1 State of the art

The process of creating a coarser distributed graph from some finer distributed graph is quite straightforward, once every fine vertex has been assigned to the cluster representing its future coarse vertex. By performing a halo exchange of the cluster indices borne by fine vertices, each of the latter can know the indices of the clusters to which its neighbors belong. The coarse adjacencies of each of the fine vertices contributing to some cluster can then be gathered on the respective processes which will host each of the resulting coarse vertices, such that coarse adjacencies of coarse vertices can be determined by removing duplicate coarse neighbors from the received neighbor lists.

Several methods can be used to create the vertex clusters. All of them use graph adjacency to mate vertices which are as close to each other as possible, so as to preserve the high-level topological structure of the finer graphs. Otherwise, the prolongation to the finer graphs of partitions computed on the coarser graphs would not be likely to represent good solutions of the original problem, because of the biases introduced by coarsening artifacts. While large clusters may result in less coarsening levels, therefore potentially reducing the accumulation of artifacts over the levels, they can also be a source of artifacts if they are not compact enough. Because the creation of large compact clusters in parallel is more complex and more likely to require more communication than for smaller clusters, most parallel coarsening methods are based on edge matchings, which result in clusters comprising at most two vertices.

The key issue for parallel graph coarsening is therefore to devise parallel matching algorithms which are both efficient and unbiased, that is, which provide coarse graphs the topological properties of which are independent of the distribution of fine vertices across the processes of the parallel program.
3.1.1 Parallel matching algorithms

Parallel matching algorithms are a very active research topic [17]. In our context, this problem is relaxed, because matchings do not need to be maximal. Instead, they should exhibit randomness properties suitable to the preservation, by the coarsened graphs, of the topological properties of the finer graphs to which they are applied.

The critical issue for the computation of matchings on distributed graphs is the breaking of mating decision ties for edges spanning across processes. Any process willing to mate one of its local vertices to a remote adjacent vertex has to perform some form of query-reply communication with the process holding the remote vertex. Because of communication latency and overhead, mating requests are usually aggregated per neighbor process, resulting in a two-phase algorithm. In the first phase, processes send mating requests to their neighbors. In the second phase, neighbors answer positively or negatively depending whether the requested vertices are free, have already been matched in a previous phase, or are temporarily unavailable because they have themselves requested another remote vertex for mating. The asynchronicity between requests and replies creates ties and dependency chains which hinder the convergence of the algorithm. For instance, when several vertices located on different processes request the same remote vertex, at most only one of the requests can be satisfied. Moreover, when the requested vertex has itself asked for another vertex, none of the incoming requests will be satisfied, because the solicited vertex cannot know whether its own request will be satisfied or not before replying to its applicants. This phenomenon increases along with the probability of neighbor vertices to be remote: when graphs are arbitrarily distributed (which is usually the case before they are partitioned for the first time), when they have high degrees, and/or when the number of processes is high.

Several solutions to the tie-breaking problem have been proposed in the literature, which differ in the granularity of the remote dependency exclusion mechanism.

Tie breaking at the vertex level

The first solution for tie-breaking at the vertex level was proposed by Barnard [7] in the context of a parallel formulation of a multilevel spectral partitioning algorithm [103], and based on a parallel formulation of Luby’s graph coloring algorithm [82] to compute a maximal independent set of vertices. The rationale behind the use of a graph coloring is to completely avoid dependency chains, by preventing potential sought-after vertices from being applicants themselves.

In the matching algorithm, each of the colors is considered in turn, and only vertices of the current color can perform mating requests. Since, by definition, independent set coloring guarantees that no two neighbor vertices have the same color, potential mates cannot be applicants, and thus will always be able to answer positively to one of their own applicants. Colors are processed in a round-robin way until all vertices are matched or have all of their neighbors matched, or until some minimum coarsening threshold is reached [66, 71]. This algorithm does not guarantee that collisions between requests will not happen, since two vertices of the same color can still send a request to a same common neighbor vertex of another color; however, reducing the number of vertices able to send a request during each time step significantly reduces the number of such collisions.

The distributed formulation of Luby’s algorithm works as follows. First, every graph vertex is assigned a random number, and a halo exchange is performed so that all vertices know the number borne by all of their neighbors, whether local or remote. Then, vertices having the highest number among all of their neighbors are painted with the first color, after which these
Table 3.1: Sizes of Luby’s color sets for graph 10MILLIONS. Our test implementation of Luby’s algorithm, applied to a randomly permuted vertex set, yields 24 color sets with the above distribution. Data extracted from [58].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sizes of Luby’s color sets for graph 10MILLIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vertices are removed from the graph. Remaining vertices having the highest number among all of their remaining neighbors are painted with the second color and removed, and so on until all of the vertices have been considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This algorithm is simple and elegant, but it has some drawbacks. The sizes of the color sets are usually unbalanced, the last ones being much smaller than the first ones; it is often the case that the last set comprises only one single vertex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This imbalanced distribution adversely affects convergence time, both for computing the coloring and for performing the matching. Because the last rounds of the coloring algorithm involve small sets of vertices, little useful work is carried out in comparison to the induced communication overhead which is itself dominated by network latency, resulting in poor scalability. This is why, in at least one implementation [71], the coloring algorithm is halted prematurely, the loss in coarsening quality resulting from the absence in the mating process of the remaining small fraction of the vertices having been judged negligible with respect to the overall gain in run time. Regarding the matching algorithm, larger sets increase the probability that multiple requests are directed towards the same vertices, therefore reducing their probability of success, while smaller sets again result in excessive communication overhead. A solution to this problem could be to rework Luby’s algorithm so as to improve the balance of color sets. However, this is not likely to reduce much the number of color sets, that is, the number of communication rounds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All these reasons have motivated the early replacement in PARMETIS of the aforementioned implementation of Luby’s algorithm by a more straightforward algorithm [66, Section 4], almost similar in outcome to the probabilistic matching algorithm that we devised and which will be described in Section 3.4. Karypis’ modified algorithm works as follows. In the beginning, all local and halo vertices of every process are flagged as unmatched. The algorithm performs a fixed number of passes (4, in the current implementation), during which all remaining unmatched local vertices are considered in randomized order, by means of a precomputed random permutation. Every considered vertex selects a potential mate among its yet unmatched neighbors linked by edges of heaviest weight, according to the heavy edge matching policy [71]. If the mate is local, both vertices are immediately flagged as matched with each other. Otherwise, the behavior of the algorithm depends whether some condition, based on the pass number and on the respective global indices of the requesting vertex and of its potential mate, is satisfied. If it is, a mating request is stored into the proper communication buffer, to be sent to the relevant process at the end of the pass, and the local vertex is flagged as busy. Otherwise, nothing happens. However, in both cases, the halo vertex representing the remote mate is flagged as busy, so that no other local vertices can ask it for mating. At the end of the pass, mating request messages are exchanged and processed in random order. Mating requests are accepted or rejected by the destination processes, depending whether their local vertices have already been matched or not, and corresponding replies are aggregated and sent back.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If the aforementioned condition were not present, all possible remote matings would lead to the sending of mating requests, thus saturating the system as all senders would not be willing to mate as receivers. By preventing roughly half of the requests from being sent, and by letting...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
their senders remain free to mate as receivers, the algorithm increases convergence speed. This will be discussed further in Section 3.4.

**Tie breaking at the subdomain level**

This section discusses attempts to avoid as much communication as possible during the matching process, so as to reduce the impact of dependency chains on the convergence of the matching algorithm. This result is sought for by privileging local matings over remote ones, that is, by restricting matings of vertices to their local subdomains. In this case, like in the fully sequential case, tie breaking is naturally resolved by the sequentiality of computations within each subdomain.

This approach has been followed by Walshaw et al. in [121]. However, the efficiency of this method heavily depends on the initial distribution of the vertices across the processes of the parallel partitioner. In the case of random distribution, the probability of two neighbors being located on the same process decreases along with the number of processes. This is why, as a fall-back strategy, Walshaw et al. also provide an iterative remote mating algorithm to post-process remaining unmatched vertices [122].

Indeed, depending on the distribution of graph vertices, local matching can induce heavy topological bias in the coarsened graphs. Consequently, its use must be restricted to cases where this bias is likely to be minimal, that is, when the number of ghost vertices (the possible remote mates) is small enough compared to the number of local vertices. This may be true only in the case of dynamic repartitioning of graphs which have already been partitioned, or for graphs which have been distributed by means of low-cost, geometrical partitioning, when geometrical data are available and when the mesh geometry is simple enough to be efficiently cut by planes. In the case of repartitioning, local matching may also be necessary to be sure that all fine vertices of some coarse vertex belong to the same subdomain, in order to compute accurately migration costs of the coarse vertices [107].

**3.2 Folding**

In the course of the coarsening phase of a multilevel framework, folding refers to the process of redistributing the vertices of a coarse graph onto a smaller number of processes than those holding the finer graph. Performing such a folding has several benefits. First, it can reduce communication overhead. As coarsening goes on, the number of vertices per process is bound to decrease, and communication time tends to be dominated by start-up time and latency. Using too many processes to handle so little data makes collective communication prone to operating system hazards, and increases the probability of increased latency. Second, concentrating vertices on fewer processes is most likely to decrease the number of remote neighbors per process, resulting in shorter messages. Third, for algorithms biased towards local computations (see the above section), increasing the number of local vertices can improve the quality of the output they produce [70].

In all of the multilevel implementations that we are aware of, when a folded subgraph is created on a subset of the processes, the rest of the processes remain idle until they are required again during the uncoarsening phase [66]. However, they can be used in parallel to compute the initial partition at the coarsest level, when coarse distributed graphs are small enough to be able to be centralized on a single processor (see Section 3.5).
3.3 Centralization

Once the distributed graph is coarsened down to a prescribed, small size, an initial partition has to be computed. While fully parallel methods for an initial partitioning could be used, such as parallel genetic algorithms (see Section 4.1.2), all implementations we are aware of resort to state-of-the-art sequential methods, because of the very high quality of the partitions they produce, at reasonable cost for such small graphs. Since the initial partition will only be subject to refinement and will never be reconsidered globally, quality concerns dominate at this stage.

When folding is used, the coarsest graphs are already concentrated on a small number of processes, and centralizing them on a single process is not much work. Yet, all the remaining processes are idle, and may be used to speed-up the computation of the initial partition. In [71], the centralized graph is duplicated on all processes, and each of them computes sequentially the branch of the recursive bipartitioning tree leading to the subdomain it is in charge of. Let $T(x)$ be the cost of computing a bipartition on some fraction $x$ of the centralized graph, linear in $x$. With the above approach, instead of computing the initial partition in $T(1) + 2T\left(\frac{1}{2}\right) + 4T\left(\frac{1}{4}\right) + \cdots$, which leads to a computation time in $\log(p)T(1)$, each branch is independently computed in $T(1) + T\left(\frac{1}{2}\right) + T\left(\frac{1}{4}\right) + \cdots = 2T(1)$.

The gain, albeit real in percentage, is small in absolute value, as it only concerns small graphs. Moreover, this approach can only be used when successive bipartitioning processes are independent, which prevents it from being used in the context of static mapping [93, 96].

3.4 Parallel probabilistic matching

The approach we have chosen to the parallel matching problem follows a Monte-Carlo approach. This idea, first exposed by Chevalier in [22], consists in allowing a vertex to send a request only when the random number it draws is above some threshold. In [22] and [24], this threshold depended on the numbers of local and remote neighbors of the vertex. In [58], we opted for a more straightforward algorithm, which does not take into consideration any parameter linked to the graph distribution, and is consequently less susceptible to distribution biases: every unmatched vertex can send a mating request with probability $0.5$, or remain silent.

Our algorithm, which consists of successive matching rounds, works as follows. Initially, all local vertices are put in a wait queue, in random order. During a matching round, all queued vertices are processed one by one. For each vertex, a random bit value is considered. If it is zero, the vertex is put back into the queue, else one of its yet unmatched neighbors of highest edge weight is randomly selected for mating, according to the heavy edge matching policy. If the selected vertex is local, the matching is immediately accepted; else, a mating request is enqueued in the message destined to its owner process. After all vertices have been considered, mating request messages are exchanged between processes, and are processed in random order by their recipients. Each of the requests is considered in message order. If the sought-after vertex is itself a sender, no reply will be returned, indicating collision; the matching did not succeed this round, but may well succeed next time. Otherwise, if the vertex is not already matched, the matching is accepted; else, a negative answer is crafted so that the halo copy of the remote vertex will be flagged as already matched by the sending process (however, other processes may not yet be aware of this information until one of their local vertices sends a request directed towards this vertex). Then, reply messages are sent back, and mating data for local and ghost vertices are updated accordingly. The above communication round is repeated several times, after which a final local matching sweep is performed to match locally, either with a local unmatched neighbor or with itself, every vertex remaining in the queue.
Albeit motivated by the same rationale (reducing communication overhead and leaving some vertices idle to increase the probability of successful mating during each pass), our algorithm differs in some aspects from the non color-based matching algorithm of ParMeiTIS (see page 25).

First, the decision of keeping a vertex active or not is taken individually per vertex, on a random basis, and does not depend on its relations with some remote potential mate.

Second, this activity test concerns all vertices, also including internal vertices, that is, those which have no remote neighbor. While this may seem useless at first sight, because matings between these vertices and their neighbors would be immediately accepted, thus speeding up convergence, it prevents a subtle bias that would impact border vertices. Indeed, in the case of ParMeiTIS, border vertices are active only half of the time when willing to mate with remote neighbors, while their local matings are always immediately accepted, as are those of internal vertices. Half the time, a border vertex willing to mate with a remote vertex will remain inactive and flagged as unmatched, leaving it free to be matched locally by subsequent local vertices before any remote mating message arrives. Moreover, its ghost mate will be flagged as busy, preventing neighboring border vertices to mate it, and therefore also favoring their local matching. All of the internal vertices will be matched at the end of the first pass, so that, starting from the second pass, only border vertices will be processed, for which local matchings with neighboring border vertices will again be privileged.

In order to evaluate the convergence speed of our algorithm, we have instrumented our matching algorithm to output two values after each round. The first value is the ratio of matched vertices, expressed as a percentage of the total number of fine vertices. This value is obviously equal to 100% after the final pass. The second value is the coarsening ratio among matched vertices, that is, the number of coarse vertices computed to date, divided by the number of processed fine vertices. By nature, this value ranges between 50%, in the ideal case where all fine vertices have been paired into coarse vertices, and 100%, in the case where no neighbors could be found and all coarse vertices each comprise one single fine vertex.

Table 3.2 presents the data collected when recursively coarsening our test graphs down to one thousand of vertices per process, for a number of processes ranging from 2 to 512. It shows the mean value and the mean absolute deviation of each of the two aforementioned values, for each of the collective rounds and for the final local round\(^1\). The number of collective rounds has been set to 5, to keep it small comparatively to the size of the color sets computed by Luby’s algorithm; it is just one more than the number of rounds in the matching algorithm of ParMeiTIS. Assuming, as a rule of thumb, a matching probability a bit lower than 0.5 (depending on the probability of the requested vertex to be inactive and of the probability of collision between matching requests, based on graph topology), 5 collective passes were supposed to be enough to match more than 80% of the vertices.

Experimental figures corroborate our assumptions and validate our approach. Five collective rounds are enough to match more than 80% of the graph vertices, with a low resulting coarsening ratio of 53.7%. This ratio indicates that remote mating is efficient, and that no topological biases, due to initial graph data distribution across processes, are likely to occur. Consequently, the final, local round is not likely to induce an important topological bias, since it only involves 15% of the vertices on average, after many remote matings have been performed. A sixth collective round has been experimented with, but did not significantly change partition results.

This algorithm has been introduced in PT-SCOTCH quite recently, as it is only available since revision 5.1.6. It provides a significant improvement in speed compared to the previous

\(^1\)Using such a local round will result in the same biases as those criticized in the implementation of the matching algorithm of ParMeiTIS. Yet, unlike for the latter, these biases are not inherent to the algorithm, but depend on the number of collective rounds that the user is willing to perform.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Average and mean absolute deviation of the percentage of the vertices processed, and of the coarsening ratio of the processed vertices, after each of five collective matching rounds (C) and after the local final (LF) round. These data were collected by recursively coarsening our test graphs on numbers of processes ranging from 2 to 512. Data extracted from [58].

Figure 3.1: Diagram of the parallel computation of the separator of a graph distributed across four processes, by parallel coarsening with folding-with-duplication, multi-sequential computation of initial partitions that are locally prolonged back and refined on every process, and then parallel uncoarsening of the best partition encountered.

3.5 Folding with duplication

One of the original features of our multilevel framework, as opposed to competing implementations (see Section 3.2), is its ability to duplicate coarse graphs during the folding process, so that no process remains idle. The coarsening phase starts once the matching phase has completed. It can be parametrized so as to allow users to choose between two options. In the first case, all coarsened vertices are kept on their local processes (that is, processes that hold at least one of the ends of the coarsened edges), as shown in the first steps of Figure 3.1, which decreases the number of vertices owned by every process and speeds-up future computations. In the second case, coarsened graphs are folded and duplicated, as shown in the next steps of Figure 3.1, which increases the number of working copies of the graph and can thus reduce communication and improve the final quality of the separators.
In fact, separator computation algorithms, which are local heuristics, heavily depend on the quality of the coarsened graphs, and we have observed with the sequential version of Scotch that taking every time the best partition among two, obtained from two fully independent multilevel runs, usually improves overall ordering quality. By enabling the folding-with-duplication routine (which will be referred to as “fold-dup” in the following) in the first coarsening levels, one can implement this approach in parallel, every subgroup of processes that hold a working copy of the graph being able to perform an almost-complete independent multilevel computation, save for the very first level which is shared by all subgroups, for the second which is shared by half of the subgroups, and so on.

The problem with the fold-dup approach is that it consumes a lot of memory. When no folding occurs, and in the ideal case of a perfect and evenly balanced matching, the coarsening process yields on every process a part of the coarser graph which is half the size of the finer graph, and so on, such that the overall memory footprint on every process is about twice the size of the original graph. When folding occurs, every process receives two coarsened parts, one of which belongs to another process, such that the size of the folded part is about that of the finer graph. The footprint of the fold-dup scheme is therefore logarithmic in the number of processes\(^2\), and may consume all available memory as this number increases. Consequently, as in [66], a good strategy can be to resort to folding only when the number of vertices of the graph to be considered reaches some minimum threshold. This threshold allows one to set up a trade-off between the level of completeness of the independent multilevel runs which result from the early stages of the fold-dup process, which impact partitioning quality, and the amount of memory to be used in the process.

Our fold-dup implementation is also insensitive to the number of processes on which it is run. In the case of an uneven number of processes, one of the process subsets has simply one more element than the other. The smaller subset on which the coarse graph is folded is of course likely to take more time to perform the same amount of computation, but this is a negligible percentage for large a number of processes, and a small amount of computation for a small number of processes. Anyway, the cost is not greater than that of running the program on a number of processes equal to the immediately smaller power of two, and this penalty only happens for the stages of coarsening where folding occurs, that is, where the amount of computation is small.

### 3.6 Multi-centralization

After the final stage of our fold-dup method, no more than two processes may have the same coarse graph, since the two copies of a graph folded at some stage undergo afterward an independent coarsening process, using a different pseudo-random seed. Unlike in [71], where all centralized graphs are identical and the same bipartitions must be computed on all processes, we favor the computation of different initial partitions by each of the processes.

This multi-sequential phase is illustrated at the bottom of Figure 3.1: the routines of the sequential Scotch library are used on every process to complete the coarsening process, compute an initial partition, and prolong it back up to the largest centralized coarsened graph stored on each of the processes. Then, the partitions are prolonged back in parallel to the finer distributed graphs, selecting the best partition between the two available when prolonging to a level where fold-dup had been performed. This distributed prolongation process is repeated until we obtain a partition of the original graph.

\(^2\)The computations leading to this result are equivalent to those in page 27.
The benefits of producing different initial partitions have been shown in [22]. Further results integrating the use of fold-dup will be presented in the next chapter.
Chapter 4

Partition refinement algorithms

As discussed above, multilevel schemes can be extremely powerful tools for graph partitioning, provided that unbiased coarsening and partition refinement algorithms are defined for the targeted classes of graphs. While several authors had already proposed scalable solutions for the parallelization of the coarsening phase, as seen in the previous chapter, the situation was not as satisfactory for refinement algorithms, so that several of my contributions have specifically addressed this topic.

4.1 State of the art

Because the state-of-the-art local optimization methods used for partition refinement in sequential multilevel frameworks were so robust and cost-effective, much effort has been put on their parallelization. Yet, it is common knowledge in the parallel computing community that the best parallel algorithm to solve a given problem is most often not the parallel transposition of the best sequential algorithm for this purpose. Partition refinement by no means escapes this rule, as state-of-the-art sequential methods bear strong sequentiality constraints which prevent their direct transposition into scalable parallel formulations, so that global methods have also been considered.

4.1.1 Parallelization of local partition refinement methods

The issue of colliding moves

As seen in Section 2.5.1, local optimization algorithms for partition refinement are based on successive moves of frontier vertices to decrease the current value of the prescribed cost function. In the sequential case, vertices are moved one by one, and the gains of the selected vertex and of its neighbors are recomputed on the fly, such that one always knows exactly the outcome of a sequence of moves. However, this no longer holds if moves are to be performed independently in parallel, as illustrated by the infamous “neighbors swap” case of Figure 4.1.

If the two vertices had been far away one from one another, the problem described above would not have shown up. What causes it is that the two vertices are neighbors, and that the mutual impact of their moves cannot be accounted for to avoid performing the second move as soon as the first one takes place. Indeed, if the two vertices are distributed across separate processors, there is no immediate means for each of the processes running the algorithm to inform its peers; this is not desirable either, as taking into account the constraint of having to update the gain values of neighbor vertices would create time dependencies which would dramatically hinder the scalability of the algorithm.
(a) Current bipartition of a weighted graph, with $f_C = 2, \nabla f_C(v_0) = +1, \nabla f_C(v_1) = -1, \nabla f_C(v_2) = -1, \nabla f_C(v_3) = +1$.

(b) Resulting partition after moving simultaneously $v_1$ and $v_2$. While each of them had negative gain, $f_C = 4$.

Figure 4.1: Adverse impact on the cost function of the simultaneous move of two vertices which, moved individually, would have improved it.

It follows from the previous example that, for any parallel version of some FM-like local optimization algorithm to work, no two neighbor vertices must ever be considered at the same time by distinct processing elements. This is indeed a very strong constraint, which imposes a heavy burden on the programmer. Since dynamic remote locking mechanisms would generate too much communication, this constraint must be enforced a priori, with certainty, within the core of the algorithm itself. Several solutions have been proposed in the literature, which differ by the granularity of the exclusion mechanism, in a way very similar to the matching problem (see Section 3.1.1). All of them are based on rounds within which the exclusion constraint will be enforced, with some synchronization taking place at the end of the rounds so as to recompute the gains of remote neighbors.

Collision exclusion at the vertex level

The first solution, proposed by Karypis and Kumar, enforces neighbor exclusion at the vertex level [71]. It is based on a coloring of the distributed graph, computed by means of a distributed variant of Luby's algorithm (see Section 3.1.1), to split vertices into groups such that no two neighbor vertices belong to the same group. The groups associated with the colors are then processed in a round-robin fashion, and within each round all vertices of negative gain are moved to their preferred destination part. Then, vertex movement information is exchanged between neighboring processes, so that the gains of their neighbors can be recomputed before the next round begins. Vertices are not physically moved from one process to another when changing their part, but have their subdomain tag updated on their owner process, as well as on all of the neighbor processes which maintain a halo copy of the vertex as a remote neighbor of their local vertices.

While this method is very scalable, as computations are most likely to be evenly spread across processes (assuming that the number of vertices of the same color is approximately the same on every process), it loses the hill-climbing capabilities of the original sequential algorithm, resulting in poorer partition quality. In the sequential version, the algorithm could accept moves of smallest positive gains, with the expectation that further moves of neighboring vertices would decrease the cost function to a lower value. By uncoupling moves of neighboring vertices into different rounds which may not be performed just one after the other, the parallel algorithm forgoes the possibility to accept moves of positive gain. Otherwise, many processes could decide simultaneously, within the same round, to select vertices of positive gain, which might not be of overall minimum positive gain, without any chance for the algorithm to compensate later for these moves. Consequently, this parallel version can only behave as a gradient-like algorithm.

Indeed, as the number of communication rounds induced by the vertex coloring can be very large, as already evidenced in Section 3.1.1 in the case of matching, this color-based, vertex-level
exclusion process has also been abandoned in ParMeTS, in favor of a variant of the second solution described below.

Collision exclusion at the subdomain level

The second solution, proposed by Walshaw and Cross, enforces neighbor exclusion at the subdomain interface level \[119\]. Here again, the algorithm takes the form of two nested loops. At the outer level, interface regions between different subdomains are separated into disjoint areas, which are centralized on one of their two owner processes. These subgraphs are treated as independent problems, onto which sequential optimization algorithms are applied. All of the moves performed locally on the subgraphs are then prolonged back to the full distributed graph, and this process goes on until convergence is achieved.

This algorithm preserves, in each interface subgraph, the hill-climbing capabilities of the sequential local optimization algorithm, in this case a KL-like algorithm. Although it has only a limited effect because the interface regions are generally long and thin, it can help smooth the frontiers, by allowing vertices to line up, along the mesh structure, with their already moved neighbors.

However, what is gained in quality is lost in runtime efficiency. Interface subgraphs are assigned to processes in an arbitrary way, which may result in heavy load imbalance, all the more that some faces may require more work than others. Moreover, with this method, vertices are physically moved when changing their part, such that each process owns only the vertices of the subdomain it represents. This can cause additional load imbalance, as subdomains having fewer but heavier vertices represent less work in term of graph algorithms than subdomains filled with many light vertices, but also induces more communication. All of these factors tend to result in poor overall scalability \[119, page 1653\]. Furthermore, this one-to-one mapping between subdomains and processes hinders the ability of the algorithm to run efficiently on a number of processors which is not a divisor of the number of subdomains. This design choice comes from the fact that JOSTLE was mainly devised as a parallel dynamic repartitioner.

In the method actually implemented in ParMeTS \[66, Section 4\], interfaces are not considered explicitly. Instead, for each pass, all vertex moves which would improve the cut are performed provided that some condition, depending on the pass number and on a randomized function of the numbers of the origin and destination subdomains, is satisfied. The purpose of this condition is to exclude collisions at the subdomain level: during some pass, for all origin and destination subdomains, moves are only accepted in one of the two possible directions, which changes along with the parity of the pass number. Consequently, neighbor swaps cannot happen, because one of the two moves will always be rejected. While this solution is much easier to implement than interface centralization, it can only perform gradient-like improvements, without any hill-climbing capabilities.

4.1.2 Parallel global partition refinement methods

Since the road to parallel local optimization methods was so full of hurdles, several authors have investigated the path of global methods. These methods, which are too expensive to be applied to large graphs in the sequential case (see Section 2.5.3 for an overview of the most popular ones), most often have a strong potential for parallelization. Yet, due to their global nature, their cost may be high even in parallel, and their use within a multilevel framework somehow goes against the nature of this framework, which is designed to use fast algorithms that operate on reduced problem spaces.
Refinement by genetic algorithms

The class of global methods which has been used the most extensively in the literature is evolutionary algorithms, and more specifically genetic algorithms [4, 13, 104, 105, 113]. Genetic algorithms (GA) are meta-heuristics used to solve multi-criteria optimization problems using an evolutionary method (see [125] for a good introduction to these methods). They consist in simulating iteratively, generation after generation, the evolution of a population of individuals which represent solutions to the given problem, selecting best-fitting individuals as candidates for breeding the next generation. GA are known to converge very slowly and cannot therefore be applied to large graphs [4, 13], as evidenced in Figure 4.2, which illustrates both the versatility of GA, that is, their ability to converge even with very naive criteria, and the very slow rate of this convergence in the absence of specialized local optimization methods.

Figure 4.2: Example of results which can be obtained when using a bare GA, without any multilevel or local optimization heuristics, to search for a vertex separator on a simple 2D grid. Figure extracted from [22].

Talbi and Bessière [113] were among the first to use parallel GA to solve the graph partitioning problem. In their implementation, the individuals which represent solutions to the $k$-way graph partitioning problem are encoded in the form of a linear array of size equal to the number of graph vertices, each cell of which holds the number of the part to which the associated vertex is assigned. The population is evenly spread across all processes. In order to reduce communication and increase concurrency, all of the individuals which are located on the same process are considered as an isolated population (also called deme) living on an island [126]. Only occasionally can a few “champions” move from one island to another, to propagate their successful chromosomes into other populations which could have been trapped in local optima. The exchange of champions is performed between neighboring processors only, across the links of the torus-shaped communication system of their Supernode Transputer-based machine. This limitation in communication allows them to achieve linear speed-up up to the 64 processors of their machine.

In the context of mesh partitioning for FEM computations, for which vertex coordinates are available, several authors have used different, more compact representations of individuals to
model geometric bipartitions. For instance, Khan and Topping consider a population of cutting planes to bisect recursively the problem space [74], while Rama Mohan Rao [104] represents a bipartition as a force field created by two point-charges (defined by only 8 numbers: two coordinate sets for the points and two scalars for intensities), used as a separator. The GA computations of this latter implementation are performed in parallel according to a multi-deme distribution of the population. However, unlike for Talbi and Bessière’s implementation, champions are exchanged between all processes at the end of local computations.

In order to speed-up the convergence of GA, the offspring produced by breeding and mutation can be improved, by means of problem-dependent optimization algorithms, before placing it into the next generation. In the case of graph partitioning, this can be done by running some local optimization algorithm such as KL to refine the partitions associated with all of the newly created individuals [4, 13, 105]. While this idea can seem interesting at first sight, as it dramatically speeds up the convergence rate of the GA during the first generations, it may impede its efficiency afterward, by considerably reducing genetic diversity towards the norm imposed by the local optimization algorithm, thus making it harder to escape from local optima of the cost function.

In a somewhat different approach, Soper, Walshaw and Cross [111] use the JOSTLE multilevel graph partitioner to compute locally optimal partitions from a set of perturbed instances of the original problem graph, these perturbations taking the form of slight variations in vertex and edge weights. Their crossing-over operator computes a new perturbed graph from two or more of such partitions, by lowering the weight of edges which belong to frontier areas in all of the considered parents, such that the optimized partition which will be computed from the new perturbed graph is likely to have its frontier close to that of its parents. While this approach is reported to compute high quality partitions, and can easily be parallelized according to the multi-deme paradigm, its current sequential implementation is extremely time-consuming.

While the use of refinement methods within a GA framework may not prove a judicious combination, the use of GA as a refinement method within a multilevel framework seemed more promising [72, 105]. Both of the cited methods have been implemented in a sequential way. In [72], the GA refinement method is applied to the whole graphs during the uncoarsening process, resulting in large compute times, while in [105] GA are only applied to groups of 50 to 80 frontier vertices, in order to smooth the partition after a greedy rebalancing phase has taken place.

In the second paper, a method called LRGA is also presented, in which GA refinement takes place only on a small band of vertices around the current separator. In this GA, mutations happen with a higher probability for frontier vertices (where this behavior may be desirable to start the realignment of a whole line of vertices along the faces of a set of mesh elements) than for internal vertices (where this behavior is not likely to bring any improvement). Yet, unlike the band graph method which we will present later, this banded GA refinement method does not take place within a multilevel framework, resulting in worse partitions.

Refinement by diffusion-based methods

Many authors had already noticed that partitions yielded by local optimization algorithms were not optimal. One of the most vocal communities was the users of iterative linear system solving methods [31, 116], who found that such partitions were not fitted for their purpose, because subdomains with longer frontiers or irregular shapes resulted in a larger number of iterations to achieve convergence. To measure the quality of each of the parts, several authors refer to a metric called aspect ratio, which can be thought in $d$ dimensions as the ratio between the size of
the interface of a part with respect to the \((d^{-1/d})^\text{th}\) power of the size of its contents\(^1\) [29, 31, 104]. The more compact a part is, the smaller its aspect ratio value is.

In [31], Diekmann \textit{et al.} demonstrated such a behavior, and proposed both a measure of the aspect ratio of the parts, as well as a set of heuristics to create and refine the partitions, with the objective of decreasing their aspect ratio. Among these algorithms is a bubble-growing algorithm, the principle of which was presented in Section 2.5.3. An important drawback of this method is that it does not guarantee that all parts will hold the same number of vertices, which means that afterward other heuristics have to be called on to restore the load balance. Also, all of the graph vertices must be visited many times, which makes this algorithm quite expensive, the more so because it is combined with costly algorithms such as simulated annealing, and the computation of the aspect ratio requires some knowledge on the geometry of the graphs, which is not always available.

In [85], Meyerhenke and Schamberger further explore the bubble model, and devise a way to grow the bubbles by solving, possibly in parallel, systems of linear equations, instead of iteratively computing bubble centers. This method yields partitions of high quality too, but is very slow, even in parallel [86], and the load balancing problem is also not addressed, which means resorting to a greedy load balancing algorithm afterward. Speed concerns were partially resolved by their integration of our band graph technique [84], which we are going to describe in detail in the next section.

\section{4.2 Band graphs}

\subsection{4.2.1 Reducing problem space}

Since the strong sequentiality constraint of local refinement algorithms seemed too hard to overcome, resulting either in a loss of partition quality or offering poor scalability, the most straightforward path towards efficient parallel refinement was to try to reduce the cost of global algorithms without losing in partition quality; otherwise, the solutions already implemented in ParMe\textsc{tis} would already have been an acceptable trade-off. This strong constraint on the preservation of quality prevents the weakening of the algorithms in any way. The only solution was therefore to reduce problem space.

By looking back at the essence of the multilevel framework, it soon appeared that, because of the local nature of both the FM and the uncoarsening algorithms, it was most likely that the refined partition computed at any level would not differ much from the partition that was prolonged back to this level, as this latter is itself the prolongation of a partition that was a local optimum in the coarser levels. Therefore, to refine a partition, FM-like algorithms would not need to know more of the graph topology than a small “band” around the boundary of the prolonged partition. We have therefore implemented a band graph extraction algorithm, which only keeps vertices that are at small distance from the prolonged separators, such that our local optimization algorithms are applied to these band graphs rather than to the whole graphs, as illustrated in Figure 4.3 in the sequential case. Vertices which do not belong to the band graph are merged into two anchor vertices of weights equivalent to those of the merged vertices.

Using local optimization algorithms such as FM on band graphs substantially differs from what is called “boundary FM” in the literature [53, 68]. This latter technique amounts in FM-like algorithms to recomputing gains of vertices which are in the immediate vicinity of the current separator only, in order to save computation time, and our FM implementations also

\footnote{For instance, for a 2D mesh, the aspect ratio of a part is measured as the ratio between the length of the perimeter of the part, with respect to the square root of its surface. The lower bound for this metric is achieved for parts of circular shape in the 2D Euclidean space.}
Figure 4.3: Multilevel banded refinement scheme. A band graph of small width is created around the prolonged finer separator, with anchor vertices representing all of the removed vertices in each part. After some optimization algorithm (whether local to the frontier or global to the band graph) is applied, the refined band separator is prolonged back to the full graph, and the uncoarsening process continues.

benefit from this optimization, even on band graphs themselves. What differs with our use of band graphs is that feasible moves are limited to the band area, from which refined separators will never move away, while they could move far away from prolonged separators in the case of unconstrained FM, whether boundary-optimized or not.

4.2.2 Dimensioning and impact of band graphs

Our first experiments with band graphs were carried out on the sequential version of Scotch [23], to refine vertex separators for nested dissection ordering; an edge-oriented version was completed shortly afterward [95], as well as parallel implementations of both of the above [24].

We started by instrumenting our sequential partitioning software Scotch in order to measure how much refined partitions differ from prolonged partitions. Since, at the time, our target application required vertex separators, we focused on them for these experiments, but the same kind of measures could have been obtained from edge separation routines as well. For every separator computed in a nested dissection process (which stops when subgraphs are of sizes of about a hundred vertices), we accumulated the numbers of refined separator vertices that ended up at a given distance from the prolonged separators. These results are presented in Table 4.1.

As expected, the overwhelming majority of refined separator vertices was not located at a distance greater than three from the vertices of the prolonged separators. Therefore, it could be assumed that the quality of partitions should not be impacted if refined partitions are computed on band graphs only. In order to validate this second assumption, we developed in Scotch a partitioning method which extracts a band subgraph of given width from a given graph and its given initial separator, applies an FM separator refinement method to the initial separator of the band subgraph, and prolongs back the refined band separator to the full graph. We then replaced all of our calls to the FM refinement algorithm by calls to this band FM refinement algorithm.

Looking at the results produced, it appeared that band FM refinement seemed to be more stable than the classical FM algorithm. In the former production version of Scotch, two runs of multilevel bipartitioning were performed for each subgraph, and then the best separator of the two was kept. When using band FM refinement, equivalent results were obtained with only one run, as presented in Table 4.2.

Most of the time, the quality of band FM lies between the one exhibited by one and two runs of the classical FM method. In terms of time, we can evidence a moderate over-cost with respect to a single run of classical FM, because of the computation of the band graph. Our interpretation is that pre-constrained banding prevents local optimization algorithms from exploring and being trapped in local optima that would be too far from the global optimum.
sketched at the coarsest level of the multilevel process. The optimal band width value of 3 that we have evidenced is significant in this respect: it is the maximum distance at which two vertices can be in some graph when the coarse vertices to which they belong are neighbors in the coarser graph at the next level (see Figure 4.4). Therefore, keeping more layers of vertices in the band graph is not useful, because allowing the fine separator to move a distance greater than 3 in the fine graph to reach some local optimum means that it could already have moved to this local optimum in the coarser graph, save for coarsening artefacts, which are exactly what we do not want to be influenced by. Moreover, even if the separator cannot move more than three vertices away at any level, it has the ability to move again at the next levels to reach its local optimum, therefore compensating on several levels for the necessary moves it could not do on a single level.

4.2.3 Distributed band graphs

The computation and use of distributed band graphs does not differ much from their sequential counterparts [58]. Given a distributed graph and a prolonged separator, which can span across several processes, vertices which are closer to separator vertices than some small user-defined distance are selected, by spreading distance information from all of the separator vertices by means of as many halo exchanges as the desired width of the band graph. Then, the distributed band graph is created, by adding on every process two anchor vertices, which are connected to the last layers of vertices of each of the parts. The vertex weight of the anchor vertices is equal to the sum of the vertex weights of all of the vertices they replace, to preserve the balance of the two band parts.

While sequential band graphs have only one anchor vertex per part, we did not transpose this to the parallel case, because anchor vertices would have had very high degrees, possibly creating communication bottlenecks and interfering with the internals of some optimization algorithms. In the parallel bipartitioning case, there are two anchor vertices per process, so that each of the anchor vertices is connected to all of the local vertices of the last layer belonging to the same part, as well as to all the remote anchor vertices of the same part, forming two distributed cliques, as illustrated in Figure 4.5. Of course, for numbers of processes above tens of thousands, another system should be implemented, for instance some flavor of tree or some low degree, low diameter graph such as the hypercube. As for the sequential case, once the separator of the band graph has been refined using some parallel refinement algorithm, the new separator is prolonged back to the original distributed graph.
At the time being, band graphs extraction methods are available, both for centralized and distributed graphs, for the vertex separation and edge bipartitioning strategies of Scotch. This work is currently being extended to the $k$-way case, by creating as many cliques of anchor vertices as there are parts in the partition, as illustrated in Figure 4.6. This $k$-way band graph is planned to be used in conjunction with $k$-way versions of the algorithms described in sections 4.4.1 and 4.5.3.

Although the distribution of band graph data is likely to be extremely imbalanced, with some processes even being completely idle, to date, we do not redistribute band graph data before calling parallel refinement methods, because we assume that the cost of redistribution would be too high\footnote{All the more so as we perform multi-centralization on band graphs just after they are created; see next section.}. Yet, when running on very large machines, where collective communication costs are likely to be very high, it might be interesting to fold-dup band graphs on several subsets of processes and to run refinement methods concurrently and independently on each of these subsets. The application to parallel GA of such a multiple fold-dup will be described in Section 4.4.1.
Figure 4.7: Diagram of the multi-sequential refinement of a separator prolonged back from a coarser graph distributed across four processes to its finer distributed graph.

4.3 Multi-centralization

The implementation of distributed band graphs in PT-SCOTCH was accompanied by the coding of a multi-centralized refinement algorithm, outlined in Figure 4.7. At every distributed uncoarsening step of the multilevel framework, a distributed band graph is created.Centralized copies of this band graph are then gathered on every participating process, which can run fully independent instances of sequential local optimization algorithms such as FM. The perturbation, on every process, of the initial state of the sequential FM algorithm, by permuting the order in which vertices of same gain value are inserted into the gain arrays, allows each of the local optimization algorithms to explore slightly different solution spaces, and thus to improve refinement quality. Finally, the best refined band separator is prolonged back to the distributed graph, and the uncoarsening process continues.

This method is clearly not scalable at all. There will always be a point where centralized graphs will no longer fit in the memory of the processors of the parallel machine, and where the execution of so many local optimization algorithms on the multi-centralized band graphs will be a waste of run time because, in spite of the perturbations of their initial state, most of the obtained local optima will be identical.

Yet, as a temporary solution, it has proved useful to preserve separator quality when computing nested dissection orderings for graphs of up to 82 million vertices, on hundreds of processors. This was one of the bottlenecks we had to overcome in order to provide a fully parallel software chain, in conjunction with the PaStiX parallel sparse linear solver also developed within our team [36, 57], for solving some large-scale structural mechanics and electro-magnetics problems [48].

The limitation of problem space offered by band graphs seems to be significant enough to allow us to compute high-quality partitions of distributed 3D mesh graphs of up to a billion vertices, which was the goal of our initial roadmap. Since the expected size of the separator of a $n$-vertex 3D mesh graph is in $O(n^{2/3})$ [110], the order of magnitude of the first separator of a 3D graph about a billion vertices should be of about a million vertices, which can be handled by a sequential computer.

Tables 4.3 and 4.4 present the operation counts (OPC) computed on the orderings yielded by PT-SCOTCH and PARMeTiS for some test graphs. These results have been obtained by running
PT-Scotch with the following default strategy: in the multilevel process, graphs are coarsened without any folding until the average number of vertices per process becomes smaller than 100, after which the fold-dup process takes place until all graphs are folded on single processes and the sequential multilevel process relays it.

On these moderate numbers of processes, the improvement in quality of PT-Scotch is clear. Ordering quality does not decrease along with the number of processes, as our local optimization scheme is not sensitive to it, but instead most often slightly increases, because of the increased number of multi-sequential optimization steps which can be run in parallel. Graphs in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 evidence that PT-Scotch clearly outperforms ParMetIS in term of ordering quality. For both graphs, the results of PT-Scotch are very close to those obtained by the sequential Scotch software, while the costs of ParMetIS orderings increase dramatically along with the number of processes.

While PT-Scotch is slower on average than ParMetIS, because it computes its orderings by means of recursive bipartitioning rather than by extrapolation from a direct $k$-way partitioning, it can yield operation counts that are as much twice as small as those from ParMetIS, which is of interest as factorization times are more than one order of magnitude higher than or-
dering times. For example, it took only 41 seconds to version 5.0.6 of PT-Scotch to order the brgm matrix on 64 processes, and about 280 seconds to MUMPS [2] to factorize the reordered matrix on the same number of processes. As the factorization process is often very scalable, it can happen, for very large numbers of processes, that ordering times with PT-Scotch are higher than factorization times, because communication latencies dominate and scalability can no longer be guaranteed. Because of their different complexity and scalability behavior, it is in general not useful to run the ordering tool on as many processes as the solver; what matters is to have enough distributed memory to store the graph and run the ordering process, while keeping good scalability in time. Moreover, in various applications, the ordering phase is performed only once while the factorization step is repeated many times with different numerical values, the matrix structure being invariant. This is the reason why, at first, we essentially focused on ordering quality rather than on optimal scalability.

As seen above, the multi-sequential FM refinement algorithm that we currently use is by nature not scalable, and its cost, even on band graphs, is bound to dominate parallel execution time when the number of processors increases. This is why on some of the graphs presented here, depending on their size, average degree and topology, the run time of PT-Scotch no longer decreases. This is why we investigated global refinement methods.

4.4 Genetic algorithms

Local optimization algorithms are not well suited because of their iterative nature, which implies sequential computations on large chunks of the graph so as to benefit from their hill-climbing capabilities on the enclosed portions of the frontier. As evidenced in [119], the trade-off between scalability and partition quality lies in the number and size of the chunks. On the contrary, global heuristics, although potentially more scalable, are usually not considered as good candidates because of the size of the problem spaces to explore. However, the band graphs which we introduced in the previous section result in a dramatic reduction of problem space. Performing sequential optimization on band graphs is somewhat equivalent to applying the method of Walshaw and Cross to only one big chunk containing all of the area around the frontier, which is obviously not scalable in their case. However, global methods could well take advantage of this reduction.

The first class of global methods that we considered for this purpose was genetic algorithms [23]. The proof-of-concept algorithm which we developed in order to validate the use of genetic algorithms on band graphs was based on the sequential version of Scotch, to speed-up developments, and used thread-based parallelism to implement concurrency.

Since, at that time, we were focusing on sparse matrix ordering, individuals of the genetic population represent vertex separators\(^3\). In the graph separation problem, every vertex can belong to three different domains: the separator, or any of the two separated parts. Therefore, every individual in the population is represented as a linear array, modeling a chromosome, which associates a number between 0 and 2 to any graph vertex index.

The reproduction operator is a classical multi-points cross-over operator, which is applied at a randomly-selected position of two mated individuals, and swaps one part of their arrays to produce two descendants. The mutation operator consists in swapping the part of randomly chosen vertices on some individuals. Since these naive operators cannot enforce that the crossed-over and mutated individuals be valid solutions, they are post-processed with a consistency-checking phase which adds vertices to the separator whenever necessary, and removes unneeded

---

\(^3\)However, the solution which we implemented easily transposes to the edge partitioning case, in a way similar to the one presented in [113].
Individuals are evaluated by means of a fitness function, which linearly combines dimensionless numbers such as the ratio of graph vertices that belong to the separator, the imbalance between the two parts, and the ratio of graph edges that link separator vertices. The first generation is made up of individuals that are mutations of the prolonged partition, plus some entirely random individuals which provide genetic diversity. To select and mate individuals, we have implemented several classical algorithms [61, 72, 88]. Although all methods behave quite similarly, best results were achieved in our case with a mix of the elitism and roulette methods: the 5% best individuals are kept unconditionally, and each of the remaining ones is kept with a probability proportional to its fitness; the efficiency of elitist policies in the case of graph partitioning has also been noted by other authors [104, 111], as related to the fact that most of the offspring generated are not of very high quality. Then, individuals are mated by pairs of descending fitness, and bred so as to keep constant population. Our prototype sequential implementation was multi-deme, each of the demes being handled by a different thread. Migration is performed when the variety of the population in some deme decreases, i.e. when individuals are too similar to their local champion.

To evaluate the convergence speed of our GA algorithm, we computed nested dissection orderings of several test graphs with our multilevel band GA method. These tests were run on the M3PEC machine of the Université Bordeaux I, an eleven-node IBM machine with eight 1.5 MHz dual-core processors and 32 GB of memory per node. Since our implementation was thread-based only, timings of tests involving more than sixteen threads (written between parentheses) are estimated: these tests are still run on a single SMP node, with as many threads per core as necessary, and the running time is divided by the appropriate ratio. ParMeIS, however, uses MPI, and runs fully in parallel.

Table 4.5 presents some results for graph bcsstk29. These results show that GA converges quite well, and that quality can be improved by increasing computation time and/or population size. As expected, running times are high, but GA are highly scalable, so that computation time can be reduced by adding processes, and partitioning quality can be increased by giving more time. The comparison between the two lines of equivalent computational cost, that is, (80, 1, 25) and (40, 2, 25), is also very informative, as it shows the interest of multiple demes when mating is performed on an elitism basis. Indeed, the problem with the elitism selection policy is that it might wipe out individuals which are too far from the optimum while possessing characteristics which, combined with the best individuals, would yield an improvement. Being able to preserve such individuals on separate demes preserves genetic diversity. In the above cases, more demes with smaller populations mean faster execution (because of increased concurrency in the GA method) and better solution (because of increased genetic diversity).

The second class of experiments that we have run aimed at evaluating the scalability of our method in terms of quality and running time. In order to compare our ordering software to ParMeIS in similar conditions, we ran our method on numbers of processors $p$ which are powers of two\footnote{ParMeIS can only compute orderings on numbers of processes which are a power of two. Our method itself bears no such limitation.} and performed band GA on the first $\log_2(p)$ levels only, using band FM afterward. This execution scheme, which we will refer to as “limited GA” (LGA) in all of the following, aims at simulating the execution of PT-Scotch on $p$ processes, where distributed algorithms (including some distributed version of our GA method) would be used on the first $\log_2(p)$ levels of nested dissection, before the software switches to purely sequential processing which can make use of the sequential FM local optimization method. When running the threaded GA method, the population is evenly spread on all of the threads, with at least 100 individuals on
the whole and at least 25 individuals per deme; therefore, from 4 threads and above, the global population remains constant per thread and doubles with the number of threads.

Our results, which are summarized in Table 4.6, are mixed, but encouraging as our implementation left much room for improvements. On the whole, partitioning quality tends to degrade when the number of processors increases: on our worst case, BMW32, we lose about 60% in OPC quality between 1 and 64 processors, while it remains almost constant for COUPOLE8000. However, above 8 processors, our results clearly outperform those of ParMeTiS, by a factor greater than two for THREAD. As expected, the higher the degree of the graph is, the bigger the difference, because ParMeTiS can only do gradient local optimizations on nodes which have neighbors on other processors. In that respect, GA prove they can offer a scalable solution to the problem experienced by parallel implementations of FM-like algorithms. Yes, the loss in separator quality has to be fought.

Partitioning times are also promising. Although the run time of a single sequential band GA refinement algorithm is between 30 and 80 times higher than that of its sequential band FM counterpart, the scalability of GA allows it to compete favorably with distributed FM-like methods for large numbers of processes. In the above results, the overall running time of our LGA ordering program does not increase much with respect to FM-like methods when the number of processors increase. While a doubling of the number of processors implies the turning of a whole level of band FM refinements into band GA refinements, it is only smaller and smaller subgraphs which are passed to GA instead of FM, resulting in a bounded increase of run time.

4.4.1 Parallelization of genetic algorithms

For reasons which will be exposed in the next section, the prototype implementation described above has not been turned into a distributed, fully functional production code. Yet, we are convinced that, when applied to band graphs and when judiciously accelerated by means of more specialized methods, distributed GA can be an effective algorithm for parallel partition refinement. However, in order to achieve maximum scalability, its implementation must possess several key features.

First, it should be able to handle chromosomes split across several processes. For graphs well above a billion of vertices, centralized band graphs will no longer hold in the memory of compute nodes, and storing the individuals as well as computing their fitness must consequently be performed in a distributed way, based on the assignment of the vertices of the distributed band graph to the nodes of the target machine. Second, in order to preserve the desirable multi-deme feature, demes should also be able to span across several processes. However, in order to localize intra-deme communication, as well as inter-deme communication when exchanging champions, demes should span on as few processes as possible. The number of processes onto which chromosomes will have to be split can be estimated depending on available memory, on the size of the band graph, and on the desired maximum population per deme. This will give an upper bound on the number of demes. Then, knowing the number of desired or possible demes and/or the number of processes per deme, band graphs can be redistributed such that each of the demes will possess a copy of the (re-)distributed band graph\(^5\). The distributed GA computation can then take place, synchronously or asynchronously, on each of the sub-communicators created for each of the demes, with the occasional sending of champions from the processes of one deme to their counterparts of some other deme. The potential asynchronicity of the method might

\(^5\)This redistribution will in fact be a concentration, since the data of band graphs distributed across all of the available processes will be gathered onto limited subsets of these processes, in multiple copies. This process is very much like a fold-dup, albeit in multiple copies and not just two.
well be its key advantage on very large target architectures of the future, compared to the method described below.

4.5 Diffusion algorithms

As demonstrated in the previous section, GAs have interesting characteristics in terms of scalability and quality. However, their convergence rate is slow, because they are not specialized enough with respect to the problem at stake, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. In order to save time and compute power, it appeared worthwhile to turn to methods which specifically address our requirements for small and smooth frontiers, while still being of global and scalable nature. This is why we investigated diffusion-based methods instead of developing a fully parallel version of our GA method.

In spite of the quality of the partitions they provide, all of the existing diffusion schemes (see Section 4.1.2) had two drawbacks. First, they did not intrinsically balance loads between parts, which required further post-processing of the produced partition by local migration algorithms of an iterative nature, that is, just those which we wanted to eliminate; second, they were quite expensive, as they involved all of the graph vertices. The method which we devised [95], and which is described below, aimed at addressing concurrently both of these issues.

4.5.1 The jug of the Danaides

Our diffusion scheme can apply to an arbitrary number of parts, but for the sake of clarity we will describe it in the context of graph bipartitioning, that is, with two parts only. We modeled the graph to bipartition in the following way, depicted in Figure 4.10. Nodes are represented as barrels of infinite capacity, which leak so that one unit of liquid at most drips per unit of time. When graph vertices are weighted, always with integer weights, the maximum quantity of liquid to be lost per unit of time is equal to the weight of the vertex. Graph edges are modeled by pipes of cross-section equal to their weight. In both parts, a source vertex is chosen, to which a source pipe is connected, which flows in $|V|/2$ units of liquid per unit of time. Two sorts of liquids are in fact injected in the system: scotch in the first pipe, and anti-scotch in the second pipe, such that when some quantity of scotch mixes with the same quantity of anti-scotch, both vanish. To ease the writing of the algorithm in the bipartitioning case, scotch is represented by positive quantities and anti-scotch is represented by negative ones, so that mutual destruction naturally takes place when adding any two quantities of opposite signs.

The diffusion algorithm performs as outlined in Figure 4.11. For each time step, and for each vertex, the amount of liquid (whether scotch or anti-scotch) which remains after some has leaked is spread across the connecting pipes towards the neighboring barrels, according to their respective sections. This process could be iterated until convergence, but in fact it is only performed for a number of steps sufficient to achieve sign stability. Indeed, we are not interested in complete convergence, but in the stability of the signs of all content quantities borne by graph vertices, which indicate whether scotch or anti-scotch dominates in the barrels, that is, if the vertex belongs to part 0 or 1.

Since $|V|$ units of both liquids are injected on the whole per unit of time, and since all of the barrels can leak the same overall amount in the same time, the system is bound to converge, all the more so that liquid can disappear by collision of scotch and anti-scotch. As in the bubble schemes, what is expected is that a smooth front will be created between the two parts.

---

6 The author cannot imagine what “anti-scotch” can be, and therefore has not provided an explicit name for it. The idea of having so much scotch leak from its barrels, or to have it vanish, is also quite revolting for any civilized mind. Science indeed imposes sacrifices.
The purpose of the algorithm is more to have a global smoothing of the frontier than a strict minimization of the cut. In fact, unlike all of the algorithms presented in Section 4.1.2, our method privileges load balancing over cut minimization. For this latter criterion, we rely on an additional feature of our scheme, as explained below.

4.5.2 Diffusion on band graphs

Our diffusion algorithm, as such, presents two weaknesses: nothing is said about the selection of the seed vertices, and performing such iterations over all of the graph vertices is very expensive compared to local optimization algorithms which only consider vertices in the immediate vicinity of the frontiers. However, both issues can be solved by the use of the band graphs presented in Section 4.2.

Anchor vertices represent a natural choice to be taken as seed vertices. Indeed, the most important problem for bubble-growing algorithms is the determination of the seed vertices from which bubbles are grown, which requires expensive processes involving all of the graph vertices [31, 85]. Since anchor vertices are connected to all of the vertices of the last layers, the diffused liquids flow as a front as if they originated from the farthest vertices from the frontier, which is indeed what would happen if they flowed from the center of a bubble having the frontier as its perimeter.

The diffusion algorithm discussed above has been implemented as a sequential graph bipartitioning method. All of the necessary floating-point arithmetic has been implemented in single precision.

These tests were run on a Lenovo ThinkPad T60 laptop, with an Intel dual-core T2400 processor running at 1.8 MHz and 1 Gb of memory. As we ran sequential tests only, the dual-core feature of the processor is not relevant. Test graphs were partitioned into 2 to 128 parts, and three quality metrics were considered: the number of cut edges, called Cut; a load imbalance ratio equal to the size of the largest part divided by the average size, called MaCut; and the maximum diameter of the parts, referred to as MDi, which is an indirect metric of the shape of the partition, and is usable even in the case of graphs of unknown or nonexistent geometry. The latter metric is however insufficient, as it does not really capture the smoothness of the interfaces, since irregularly shaped parts can still have small diameters.

Three diffusion heuristics were compared against the classical multilevel recursive bipar-
while (number of passes to do) {
    reset contents of new array to 0;
    old[s0] ← old[s0] − |V|/2; /* Refill source barrels */
    old[s1] ← old[s1] + |V|/2;
    for (all vertices v in graph) {
        c ← old[v]; /* Get contents of barrel */
        if (|c| > weight[v]) { /* If not all contents have leaked */
            c ← c − weight[v] * sign(c); /* Compute what will remain */
            σ ← \sum_{e=(v,v')} weight[e]; /* Sum weights of all adjacent edges */
            for (all edges e = (v,v')) { /* For all edges adjacent to v */
                f ← c * weight[e] / σ; /* Fraction to be spread to v' */
                new[v'] ← new[v'] + f; /* Accumulate spreaded contributions */
            }
        }
    }
    swap old and new arrays;
}

Figure 4.11: Sketch of the jug of the Danaides diffusion algorithm. Scotch, represented as positive quantities, flows from the source of part 1, while anti-scotch, represented as negative quantities, flows from the source of part 0. For each step, the current and new contents of every vertex are stored in arrays old and new, respectively.
Figure 4.12: Partition of graph BUMP into 8 parts with SCOTCH 5.0.6, using the MBDF strategy. The cut is equal to 713 edges. This picture is to be compared with Figure 2.8, page 15.

(a) RMF.  (b) RMBD.  (c) RMBaDF.

Figure 4.13: Partition of graph ALTR4 into 8 parts using SCOTCH 5.0.6 with three different strategies. The segmented frontiers produced by FM-like algorithms are clearly evidenced in Figure (a). RMBD produces the smoothest boundaries, as shown in Figure (b). RMBaDF takes the best of both worlds, in Figure (c).

Table 4.8 compares some of our results against those obtained with kMéTIS. kMéTIS uses direct $k$-way partitioning instead of recursive bipartitioning, which usually makes it more efficient when the number of parts increases, and also much faster (from 10 to 20 times). As analyzed in [110], the performance of recursive bipartitioning methods tends to decrease when the number of parts increases, which should limit the efficiency of RMBDF methods for large numbers of parts. A full $k$-way diffusion algorithm is therefore required.

4.5.3 Parallelization of the diffusive algorithms

Our diffusion algorithm has the additional benefit of being highly scalable, and its parallel version does not substantially differ from its sequential counterpart [58]. It relies on the low-level halo exchange routines of the PT-SCOTCH library to propagate on local ghost nodes the amount of liquids to be spread, per edge weight unit, by each non-local neighbor vertex as the result of the previous iteration, and uses these values to compute the new amounts for all of the local vertices, including the leakage effect once all contributions have been received.

As said above, to date, it only handles two kinds of liquid, limiting its use to the recursive bipartitioning case.
We present below the results that we have obtained with the most recent version of PT-Scotch by the time this dissertation is written, that is, revision 5.1.6. This revision includes all of the contributions that were discussed in the previous sections. In these tests, PT-Scotch has been used to compute graph partitions in parallel by means of recursive bisection, using probabilistic matching, fold-dup on the final coarsening stages, and diffusion on distributed band graphs.

Our experiments were performed on the Platine supercomputer at CCRT. This machine is a Bull Novascale cluster of 932 compute nodes interconnected via an Infiniband network. Each node has four dual-core Intel Itanium II processors. The metric that we considered for evaluating the quality of partitions is cut size.
Table 4.1: Distance histogram (in % of the number of separator vertices) of the location of refined separator vertices with respect to prolonged separators, for a representative subset of our test graphs. These statistics have been collected over all separators when performing nested dissection on the given graphs. Data extracted from [23].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graph</th>
<th>Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3ELT</td>
<td>53.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4ELT2</td>
<td>51.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4ELT</td>
<td>53.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>598A</td>
<td>76.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AATKEN</td>
<td>77.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALT4</td>
<td>74.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUDIKW1</td>
<td>91.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTO</td>
<td>77.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5TUER</td>
<td>74.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCSSTK29</td>
<td>82.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCSSTK30</td>
<td>87.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCSSTK31</td>
<td>81.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCSSTK32</td>
<td>81.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMW32</td>
<td>80.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMWCRA1</td>
<td>91.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BODY</td>
<td>67.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRACKET</td>
<td>72.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUMP</td>
<td>48.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHANEL1M</td>
<td>74.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONESPHERE1M</td>
<td>82.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COUPOLE8000</td>
<td>90.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRANKSEG2</td>
<td>95.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUPTA1</td>
<td>96.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INLINE1</td>
<td>87.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M14B</td>
<td>78.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT1</td>
<td>84.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEAN</td>
<td>60.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OILPAN</td>
<td>77.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWT</td>
<td>54.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROTOR</td>
<td>77.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3DKQ4M2</td>
<td>78.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHIP001</td>
<td>91.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHIPSEC5</td>
<td>82.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPHERE</td>
<td>46.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THREAD</td>
<td>91.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOOTH</td>
<td>69.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X104</td>
<td>86.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.2: Comparison between band FM and classical FM. Tests have been run on a 375MHz IBM SP3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test case</th>
<th>Number of processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23millions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{PTS}$</td>
<td>1.45e+14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{PM}$</td>
<td>†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PTS}$</td>
<td>671.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PM}$</td>
<td>†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>altr4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{PTS}$</td>
<td>3.84e+8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{PM}$</td>
<td>4.20e+8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PTS}$</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PM}$</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audikw1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{PTS}$</td>
<td>5.73e+12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{PM}$</td>
<td>5.82e+12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PTS}$</td>
<td>73.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PM}$</td>
<td>32.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bmw32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{PTS}$</td>
<td>3.50e+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{PM}$</td>
<td>3.22e+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PTS}$</td>
<td>8.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PM}$</td>
<td>3.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brgm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{PTS}$</td>
<td>2.70e+13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{PM}$</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PTS}$</td>
<td>276.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PM}$</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cage15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{PTS}$</td>
<td>4.58e+16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{PM}$</td>
<td>4.47e+16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PTS}$</td>
<td>540.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PM}$</td>
<td>193.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conesphere1m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{PTS}$</td>
<td>1.88e+12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{PM}$</td>
<td>2.20e+12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PTS}$</td>
<td>31.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PM}$</td>
<td>22.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Comparison between PT-Scotch 5.0.6 (PTS) and ParMeTIS (PM) for several graphs. $O_{PTS}$ and $O_{PM}$ are the operation counts for PTS and PM, respectively, while $t_{PTS}$ and $t_{PM}$ are their run times, in seconds. Dashes indicate abortion due to memory shortage. Daggers indicate abortion due to an invalid MPI operation. Data extracted from [24].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test case</th>
<th>Number of processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>coupole8000</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{PTS}$</td>
<td>8.68e+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{PM}$</td>
<td>†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PTS}$</td>
<td>114.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PM}$</td>
<td>63.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>qimonda07</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{PTS}$</td>
<td>†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{PM}$</td>
<td>†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PTS}$</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PM}$</td>
<td>†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>thread</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{PTS}$</td>
<td>3.52e+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{PM}$</td>
<td>3.98e+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PTS}$</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PM}$</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Continuation of Table 4.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deme size</th>
<th># Demes</th>
<th>Generations</th>
<th>OPC</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5.32e+08</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5.37e+08</td>
<td>7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.36e+08</td>
<td>25.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.65e+08</td>
<td>6.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.57e+08</td>
<td>20.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.75e+08</td>
<td>50.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: OPC of the reordered bcsstk29 matrix when multilevel band GA is used for all levels of nested dissection. Classical multilevel FM yields an OPC of 3.43e + 08 in 0.74s. Data extracted from [23].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test case</th>
<th>Number of processors or threads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BCSSTK32</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{LGA}$</td>
<td>1.60e+9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{PM}$</td>
<td>1.29e+9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{LGA}$</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AUDIKW1</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{LGA}$</td>
<td>5.68e+12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{PM}$</td>
<td>1.29e+9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{LGA}$</td>
<td>19.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BMW32</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{LGA}$</td>
<td>3.04e+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{PM}$</td>
<td>2.84e+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{LGA}$</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALTR4</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{LGA}$</td>
<td>3.46e+8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{PM}$</td>
<td>4.25e+8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{LGA}$</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PM}$</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONESHERE1M</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{LGA}$</td>
<td>1.90e+12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{PM}$</td>
<td>2.04e+12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{LGA}$</td>
<td>44.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COUPOLES000</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{LGA}$</td>
<td>7.64e+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{PM}$</td>
<td>7.64e+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{LGA}$</td>
<td>125.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THREAD</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{LGA}$</td>
<td>4.10e+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{PM}$</td>
<td>3.65e+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{LGA}$</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Comparison between PARMeTIS (PM) and our SCOTCH LGA scheme for several graphs. $C_{LGA}$ and $C_{PM}$ are the OPC for LGA and PM, respectively. Dashes indicate abortion due to memory shortage. LGA timings between parentheses are extrapolated times for cases requiring more than 16 threads, as we had to run several threads per core on a single SMP node. Timings for PARMeTIS are provided for graph ALTR4 to give an idea of its speed, but $t_{PM}$ and $t_{LGA}$ cannot be compared, because PM is a fully parallel program, while our LGA testbed is the purely sequential nested dissection routine of SCOTCH. Data extracted from [23].
Table 4.7: Evolution of the cut size ($\Delta \text{Cut}$), of the load imbalance ratio ($\Delta \text{MaCut}$) and of the maximum diameter of the parts ($\Delta \text{MDi}$) produced by various partitioning heuristics with respect to the RMF strategy, averaged over all test graphs and numbers of parts. Figures below partitioning strategy names indicate the number of diffusion steps performed. Data extracted from [95].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>RMBD</th>
<th>RMBDF</th>
<th>RMBaDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \text{Cut} \ (%)$</td>
<td>+19.51</td>
<td>+20.01</td>
<td>+18.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \text{MaCut} \ (%)$</td>
<td>+0.58</td>
<td>+1.12</td>
<td>+1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \text{MDi} \ (%)$</td>
<td>+3.86</td>
<td>+1.92</td>
<td>+4.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \text{Time} \ (\times)$</td>
<td>21.31</td>
<td>9.33</td>
<td>5.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.8: Comparison of the results, in terms of cut size (Cut) and maximum diameter of the parts (MDi), between three heuristics: multi-level with FM refinement (RMF, as implemented in SCOTCH 4.0), multi-level with banded diffusion and FM refinements (RMBaDF), and KMeTiS. Data extracted from [95].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test case</th>
<th>Number of parts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alter4</td>
<td>Cut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMF</td>
<td>1688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMBaD(40)F</td>
<td>1621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMeTiS</td>
<td>1670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMF</td>
<td>17271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMBaD(40)F</td>
<td>16032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMeTiS</td>
<td>15529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test case</td>
<td>Number of processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 MILLIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{\text{PTS}} )</td>
<td>4.75E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{\text{PM}} )</td>
<td>5.12E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{\text{PTS}} )</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{\text{PM}} )</td>
<td>18.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 MILLIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{\text{PTS}} )</td>
<td>9.10E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{\text{PM}} )</td>
<td>9.93E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{\text{PTS}} )</td>
<td>12.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{\text{PM}} )</td>
<td>43.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 MILLIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{\text{PTS}} )</td>
<td>1.15E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{\text{PM}} )</td>
<td>1.26E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{\text{PTS}} )</td>
<td>24.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{\text{PM}} )</td>
<td>84.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82 MILLIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{\text{PTS}} )</td>
<td>1.46E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{\text{PM}} )</td>
<td>1.78E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{\text{PTS}} )</td>
<td>46.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{\text{PM}} )</td>
<td>176.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.9: Comparison between PT-Scotch (PTS) and ParMeiS (PM) for representative numbers of processes and parts. \( C_{\text{PTS}} \) and \( C_{\text{PM}} \) \((t_{\text{PTS}}\text{ and } t_{\text{PM}})\) are the size of the edge cut (the execution time in seconds) for PTS and PM, respectively. \( P_{\text{peak}} \) is the number of processors on which PTS and PM recorded peak performance for each graph. The number in parentheses right after the execution time indicates actual \( P_{\text{peak}} \). Daggers indicate abortion due to an invalid MPI operation. Data extracted from [58].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test case</th>
<th>Number of processors: Number of parts</th>
<th>$P_{peak}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AUDIKW1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{PTS}$</td>
<td>1.08E+05  2.08E+06  1.00E+07  1.06E+05  4.22E+06  9.99E+06  1.05E+05  5.81E+06  9.66E+06  1.11E+05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{PM}$</td>
<td>1.14E+05  2.04E+06  9.76E+06  1.12E+05  4.15E+06  9.75E+06  1.15E+05  5.76E+06  9.76E+06  1.12E+05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PTS}$</td>
<td>3.51  11.84  17.35  2.90  8.72  9.29  5.87  10.72  10.06  3.01(128)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PM}$</td>
<td>3.90  3.59  5.27  2.42  2.01  2.97  4.45  4.62  4.51  2.37(192)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BRGM</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{PTS}$</td>
<td>3.46E+05  3.50E+06  2.17E+07  3.49E+05  7.60E+06  2.17E+07  3.30E+05  1.09E+07  2.15E+07  3.49E+05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{PM}$</td>
<td>† † † † † † † † † †</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PTS}$</td>
<td>7.86  22.15  58.17  5.34  18.93  24.28  8.39  19.33  19.40  5.34(128)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PM}$</td>
<td>† † † † † † † † † †</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CAGE15</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{PTS}$</td>
<td>7.66E+05  3.39E+06  9.26E+06  7.53E+05  5.16E+06  8.93E+06  7.80E+05  6.22E+06  8.72E+06  7.53E+05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{PM}$</td>
<td>8.39E+05  3.93E+06  1.04E+07  8.44E+05  6.05E+06  1.06E+07  7.85E+05  7.32E+06  1.09E+07  8.23E+05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PTS}$</td>
<td>31.07  82.96  100.97  29.70  62.80  64.90  41.86  85.30  79.14  29.70(128)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PM}$</td>
<td>11.24  9.67  13.13  6.81  5.69  8.90  26.51  25.67  21.42  6.45(64)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COUPOLE8000</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{PTS}$</td>
<td>3.08E+03  9.56E+04  3.17E+06  3.08E+03  3.92E+05  3.17E+06  3.08E+03  3.17E+06  3.17E+06  3.08E+03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{PM}$</td>
<td>3.13E+03  9.91E+04  3.28E+06  3.20E+03  4.19E+05  3.28E+06  3.14E+03  8.39E+05  3.28E+06  3.14E+03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PTS}$</td>
<td>1.68  6.76  10.65  0.83  2.96  3.73  2.05  4.80  4.88  0.83(128)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PM}$</td>
<td>3.46  2.84  2.51  1.47  1.62  1.31  0.87  0.89  0.94  0.87(384)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THREAD</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{PTS}$</td>
<td>5.60E+04  6.15E+05  1.82E+06  5.60E+04  1.03E+06  1.82E+06  5.60E+04  1.29E+06  1.82E+06  5.62E+04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{PM}$</td>
<td>5.62E+04  6.03E+05  1.84E+06  5.67E+04  1.02E+06  1.85E+06  5.73E+04  1.29E+06  1.84E+06  5.63E+04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PTS}$</td>
<td>0.55  0.97  1.07  0.60  1.08  1.05  0.85  1.27  1.28  0.47(16)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{PM}$</td>
<td>0.77  0.75  1.99  0.70  0.67  1.98  2.00  0.89  2.07  0.52(8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.10: Continuation of Table 4.9.
Table 4.9 presents the execution times and the cut sizes yielded by PT-SCOTCH and PARMeIS for our test graphs, for representative numbers of processes and parts.

On most of these test cases, the partitions computed by PT-SCOTCH compare favorably to those produced by PARMeIS. This gain can be as high as 20% when bipartitioning graph 82MILLIONS, irrespective of the number of processes. PT-SCOTCH always computes better results for small numbers of parts, while PARMeIS produces marginally better cuts for three graphs, namely AUDIKW1, THREAD and BRGM, when the number of parts increases. This phenomenon is due to the fact that, to date, PT-SCOTCH performs k-way partitioning by means of recursive bipartitioning, while PARMeIS uses a direct k-way algorithm. Consequently, the quality of the partitions produced by PT-SCOTCH is likely to degrade for large numbers of parts, because of the greedy nature of the recursive bipartitioning scheme which prevents reconsidering earlier choices. It is therefore not surprising that the three graphs for which PARMeIS gains over PT-SCOTCH are those of higher degree, for which bad decisions in the earlier bipartitioning stages produce higher penalties in terms of cut.

However, this phenomenon is most often compensated by the improvement in quality yielded by folding-with-duplication and multi-sequential phases (see Section 3.5). Indeed, for most of the test graphs, both PT-SCOTCH and PARMeIS exhibit stable partition quality for all numbers of parts and up to 384 processes (which is the largest number of processes in our experiment), as can be seen for instance for graph 10MILLIONS in Figure 4.14.

Yet, in the case of graph CAGE15, partition quality for PARMeIS decreases as the number of processes and parts increases, while it improves for PT-SCOTCH. This graph, which is not a mesh, has many topological irregularities (in terms of degrees and connectivity) which are likely to create coarsening artefacts, and therefore require efficient local optimization during the uncoarsening phase of the multilevel framework. As we have exposed in Section 4.1.1, and as had been already evidenced in the context of parallel ordering [24], the relaxation of the sequentiality constraint in the FM implementation of PARMeIS hinders its efficiency when the number of processes increases.

To compare the relative efficiency of partition quality between PT-SCOTCH and PARMeIS based on the data collected, we have plotted the ratio between the cut sizes yielded by these two tools, in Figures 4.15 and 4.16. On mesh graphs, the relative efficiency becomes close to 1 as the number of parts increases. Our assumption is that the decrease in partition quality due to the greedy nature of our recursive bipartitioning algorithm starts to overwhelm the gain of our refinement methods for thousands of parts.

The negative impact of recursive bipartitioning is of course even more perceptible for run time. While PT-SCOTCH can be more than three times faster than PARMeIS in the bipartitioning case, such as for graph 82MILLIONS, when the number of parts increases, its execution time suffers a penalty factor which tends to a constant proportional to the inverse of the coarsening ratio, as evidenced in Figures 4.17 and 4.18. These figures represent the running times of PT-SCOTCH for our test graphs, with respect to the numbers of processes and parts. As the number of parts increase, the height of the plots increases and tends to a limit value.

Figure 4.17 plots the execution times of PT-SCOTCH for graphs 10MILLIONS, 23MILLIONS, 45MILLIONS and 82MILLIONS, which have similar topological characteristics. We could not collect data on 2 processors for 45MILLIONS, and from 2 to 16 processors for 82MILLIONS, as the pieces of the distributed graphs could not fit in the memory of the nodes. The same also happened to PARMeIS.

In order to analyze the time scalability of PT-SCOTCH, we focus on the bipartitioning case, for which the penalty factor has no impact. A quick look at the plots shows that PT-SCOTCH
is scalable up to 64 processors for graph 10MILLIONS, and up to 128 processors for 23MILLIONS. However, the peak speed is still reached at 128 processors for 45MILLIONS, without significant speed-up for 192 processors. For 82MILLIONS, we can see a slight speed-up for 192 processors, while the rise in run time which appeared on 256 processors for graph 45MILLIONS is reduced. As argued in [71], significant increase in the graph size was required, for PARMETIS to achieve constant parallel efficiency. This does not seem to be different with PT-SCOTCH from the asymptotic point of view. Consequently, to evidence some speed-up on 256 processes, a graph at least four times larger than 23MILLIONS is required, as the plots suggest.

Figure 4.18 plots the execution times of PT-SCOTCH for graphs AUDIKW1, COUPOLE8000, CAGE15, and BRGM. Even though these graphs may have different topological properties than those of Figure 4.17, the same scalability properties and limits can be evidenced: the small sizes of the graphs limit the time scalability to 128 processes.

As a last comparison between PT-SCOTCH and PARMETIS, the last column of Table 4.9 presents the best execution time, and the associated cut size, obtained by PT-SCOTCH and PARMETIS when bipartitioning each of the graphs. We can see that PT-SCOTCH mostly produces partitions of better quality in smaller time. Moreover, PT-SCOTCH shows peak performance using less numbers of processors than PARMETIS for mesh graphs. This lack of scalability is, in our opinion, caused by our recursive bipartitioning scheme, which requires many data movements between processes, all the more when graph pieces are spread across many of them.

### 4.5.4 Extension to $k$ parts

Considering the advantages of the diffusion scheme in terms of quality and scalability, its extension to $k$-way partitioning is under way. We assume the behavior of this version should not differ much from the bipartitioning version, as the majority of interface vertices have only two neighbors (see Figure 2.6, page 13). It will be based on the structure of the $k$-way distributed band graph presented in Figure 4.6 to flow $k$ sorts of liquids from the existing anchor vertices.

In the mean time, basing on a $k$-way formulation of our band graphs, Meyerhenke et al. [84] have already devised a parallel version of their bubble-growing algorithm with a much faster convergence speed because of this reduced problem space. Their implementation provides very good results in term of quality, but the time they take is still long, so we expect that our solution will bring an improvement in this respect.

### 4.5.5 The barrier of synchronicity

Performing a halo exchange at each iteration, the above parallel formulation of our diffusion algorithm is highly synchronous. With the advent of machines having several hundred thousands of processing elements, and in spite of the continuous improvement of communication subsystems, the demand for more asynchronicity in parallel algorithms is likely to increase. Yet, devising an asynchronous version of the jug of the Danaides algorithm is not so easy as for the original diffusion algorithms. The latter is based on solving a linear system, which may be performed by means of iterative algorithms for which there exist asynchronous formulations [112, 115], while our requirement to remove one unit of liquid per time step creates a threshold effect which cannot be rolled back so easily; it would require every vertex to record the amount of liquid that it could have leaked at each step and did not because there was not enough, so that late incoming quantities can be cut by the amount that would have leaked in the past rounds.

In this respect, GAs may offer a better alternative, as computations can take place asynchronously within independent demes. When enough of them exist, convergence is likely to be
achieved even if some of them may lag behind.
Figure 4.14: Cut sizes of PT-Scotch (PTS, left) and ParMeTiS (PM, right) for graphs 10millions and cage15. Data extracted from [58].
Figure 4.15: Cut size ratio between PT-SCOTCH (PTS) and PARMeNS (PM) for graphs 10millions, 23millions, audikw1, and cage15. \( C_{PTS} \) and \( C_{PM} \) are the size of the edge cut for PTS and PM, respectively. Data extracted from [58].
Figure 4.16: Cut size ratio between PT-SCOTCH (PTS) and PARMeNiS (PM) for graphs COUPOLE8000 and THREAD. $C_{PTS}$ and $C_{PM}$ are the size of the edge cut for PTS and PM, respectively. Data extracted from [58].
Figure 4.17: Execution times of PT-Scotch for graphs 10MILLIONS, 23MILLIONS, 45MILLIONS and 82MILLIONS. Data extracted from [58].
Figure 4.18: Execution times of PT-SCOTCH for graphs audikw1, coupole8000, cage15 and brgm. Data extracted from [58].
Chapter 5

Conclusion and future works

5.1 Where we are now

As the final results of last chapter show, most of the goals of our initial roadmap are about to be fulfilled by the time this dissertation is written. While we have been able to run PT-Scotch in parallel on more than one thousand processing elements, we lack real-world test graphs of a billion vertices to experiment with. In this respect, some work has to be done regarding I/O: even for graphs as small as 82MILLIONS, we are experiencing bottlenecks problem as graph load time is dominating computation time.

To date, PT-Scotch can only compute graph partitions in parallel by means of recursive bipartitioning, but thanks to the upcoming parallel \( k \)-way partitioning scheme based on distributed \( k \)-way band graphs, we are also about to release a new version providing parallel static mapping features, which are likely to gain popularity as large parallel systems are more and more heterogeneous.

The Scotch software package currently comprises a bit less than one hundred thousand lines of C code. It is distributed at no charge, under the CeCILL-C free software license, to all interested parties, whether they are simple users, researchers working on the same subjects, or potential contributors. We plan to improve Scotch regularly, according to the new developments of our research, so that we remain under the scrutiny of peer evaluation.

5.2 Where we are heading to

In spite of the results already achieved, much is still to be done. We present in the following paragraphs some directions and medium-term goals for future research, which have already started.

5.2.1 Algorithmic issues

First, the scalability of our existing algorithms has to be thoroughly analyzed in the context of large-scale and potentially heterogeneous systems. We do not plan to have PT-Scotch ported on heterogeneous processor architectures such as the Cell [5], because data locality of irregular graph algorithms does not seem sufficient to take advantage of them. However, we have to investigate how the interconnection networks of such large heterogeneous machines can sustain the load of inter-processor collective communication. As suggested in the previous chapter, more room may have to be made for asynchronous algorithms if collective communication latency becomes a problem.
5.2.2 Dynamic graph repartitioning

Second, since I/O is a bottleneck and all data cannot be repartitioned from scratch, it is essential to provide dynamic repartitioning capabilities in PT-SCOTCH. Many methods already exist in the literature, as well as many existing tools. We plan to take advantage of the static mapping capabilities of SCOTCH to coerce new mappings to be as close as possible to the original ones. This graph-based formulation will have to be compared to diffusion-based, vertex migration methods.

5.2.3 Adaptive dynamic mesh partitioning

Many simulations which model the evolution of a given phenomenon along with time (turbulence and unsteady flows, for instance) need to re-mesh some portions of the problem graph in order to capture more accurately the properties of the phenomenon in areas of interest. This re-meshing is performed according to criteria which are closely linked to the undergoing computation and can involve large mesh modifications: while elements are created in critical areas, some may be merged in areas where the phenomenon is no longer critical.

Performing such remeshing in parallel creates additional problems. In particular, splitting an element which is located on the frontier between several processors is not an easy task, because deciding when splitting some element, and defining the direction along which to split it so as to preserve numerical stability most, requires shared knowledge which is not available in distributed memory architectures. Ad-hoc data structures and algorithms have to be devised so as to achieve these goals without resorting to extra communication and synchronization which would impact the running speed of the simulation.

Basing on a sequential (re)mesher such as MMG [32], as well as on the dynamic graph repartitioning routines provided by PT-SCOTCH, we aim to create a parallel framework for dynamic mesh adaption, remeshing and load balancing.

As former INRIA CEO Gilles Kahn said in his last video conference to personnel: “One always overestimates the work (s)he is able to do in one year, but one always underestimates the results that (s)he is able to achieve in five years”.

I hope the five years to come will be as interesting as the previous five.
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Contributions au partitionnement de graphes parallèle multi-niveaux

Le partitionnement de graphes est une technique employée dans de nombreux domaines scientifiques. Il est utilisé pour résoudre des problèmes d’optimisation, modélisés sous la forme de graphes valués ou non, et pour lesquels la recherche de bonnes solutions équivaut au calcul, éventuellement récursivement, de coupes sommet ou arête les plus petites possible et qui équilibrant les tailles des sous-parties séparées. La plupart des méthodes actuelles de partitionnement de graphes mettent en œuvre un schéma multi-niveaux, dans lequel le graphe à partitionner est successivement contracté pour former une famille de graphes de plus en plus petits, mais de structure topologique similaire, de sorte qu’une partition initiale calculée sur le plus petit graphe puisse être propagée de proche en proche, par prolongations et raffinements successifs, jusqu’à obtenir un partitionnement du graphe initial.

Du fait de l’augmentation croissante de la taille des problèmes à résoudre, ceux-ci ne peuvent plus être traités de façon séquentielle sur un unique ordinateur. Il est donc nécessaire de concevoir des algorithmes parallèles de partitionnement de graphes, aptes à traiter des graphes à plusieurs milliards de sommets distribués sur plusieurs milliers de processeurs. Plusieurs auteurs s’étaient déjà attelés à cette tâche, mais la performance des algorithmes proposés, ou la qualité des solutions produites, se dégradent lorsque le nombre de processeurs augmente.

Ce mémoire présente les travaux réalisés au sein du projet PT-Scotch sur la conception d’algorithmes efficaces et robustes pour la parallélisation du schéma multi-niveaux. Il se concentre en particulier sur les phases de contraction et de raffinement, qui sont les plus critiques en termes de performance et de qualité des solutions produites. Il propose un algorithme parallèle probabiliste d’appariement, ainsi qu’un ensemble de méthodes permettant de réduire l’espace des solutions au cours la phase de raffinement et facilitant l’usage de méthodes globales, qui passent mieux à l’échelle mais sont en général bien plus coûteuses que les algorithmes d’optimisation locale habituellement mis en œuvre dans le cas séquentiel.

Contributions to parallel multilevel graph partitioning

Graph partitioning is a technique which has applications in many fields of science. It is used to solve domain-dependent optimization problems, modeled in terms of weighted or unweighted graphs, where finding good solutions amounts to computing, eventually recursively, smallest possible vertex or edge cuts which balance evenly the weights of the separated parts. Most of current graph partitioning methods implement a multilevel framework, in which the graph to partition is successively coarsened to create a family of smaller graphs, of similar topological structure, so that an initial partition computed on the coarsest graph can be propagated, from coarser to finer graphs, by prolongation and refinement of the prolonged partitions, up to obtain a partition of the original graph.

Because of the ever increasing size of the problems to solve, these can no longer be handled sequentially on a single computer. It is therefore necessary to devise parallel graph partitioning algorithms, suitable for the handling of graphs with several billion vertices distributed over several thousands of processing elements. Several authors already tackled this task, but either the performance of the proposed algorithms, or the quality of the solutions produced, decrease when the number of processing elements increases.

This dissertation presents the works carried out, within the PT-Scotch project, on the design and implementation of efficient and robust algorithms for the parallelization of the multilevel framework. It focuses particularly on the coarsening and refinement phases, which are the most critical in terms of performance and of quality of the produced solutions. It presents a
probabilistic parallel matching algorithm, as well as a set of methods allowing to reduce the solution space during the refinement phase, allowing for the use of global methods, which are more scalable but are generally much more expensive than the local optimization algorithms which are commonly used in the sequential case.